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ABSTRACT
INNOVATIONS IN INTEREST RATE RISK MANAGEMENT:
NEW MODELS AND STRATEGIES
SEPTEMBER 1990
SANJAY K. NAWALKHA, B.Sc., BOMBAY UNIVERSITY
M.B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Nelson J. Lacey

This dissertation addresses research issues in the area of interest rate
risk management of default-free government bonds.

The main theoretical

contribution is the development of non-arbitrage permitting duration models
that are independent of the underlying stochastic process of the term
structure.

This allows protection of the nominal value of the government bond

portfolios from virtually any type of non-parallel term structure shift.
Various limitations of the traditional duration theory are considered using
the insights obtained from the generalized duration models developed here.
For example, properties of bond convexity are considered under
equilibrium conditions that make no restrictive assumptions about the
stochastic processes governing the term structure.

Under these conditions the

analysis reveals an important link between convexity and slope shifts in the
term structure.

Specifically slope shifts are shown to increase the riskiness

of an immunized portfolio as the convexity exposure deviates form an optimum
level.

Thus, high convexity is not always desirable.
Limitations of the M-square model (see Fong and Vasicek [1983, 1984]) are

analyzed and new scalar and vector immunization risk measures are derived that
overcome these limitations.

It is shown that the risk measure M-square cannot

be applied to immunize a bond portfolio with short or forward positions.

vi

Second, even when short positions are disallowed, it can be shown that risk
measure M-square is not unique for obtaining a lower bound on the terminal
value of a bond portfolio.

A vector of immunization risk measures (termed

collectively as the "M-vector") is derived that allows for short positions and
forward positions.

Finally a portfolio theory approach to the M-vector model

is presented.
The duration vector of Chambers, Carleton and McEnally [1988] is found to
be a limiting case of the more generalized duration models developed in this
research.

It is shown that the duration vector of Chambers et al. is based on

a polynomial return function for bonds.

This dissertation derives alternative

duration vectors based on various asymptotic and non-asymptotic return
functions (such as polynomial, exponential, and trigonometric functions).
Multiple regression tests performed to identify the appropriate return
function for government bonds find that traditional duration vector of
Chambers et al. performs as well as any other return function.
Finally closed-form solutions are derived for various interest rate risk
measures (i.e. convexity, M-square and the duration vector) proposed in the
immunization literature.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Background and Motivation
Interest rate risk management - which can be defined as the protection of
a portfolio’s nominal value from unexpected interest rate changes - has
attracted significant attention in the academic literature over the past
decade.1

This attention is due, in part, to the increased volatility in the

fixed income markets.

For example, the average variability of the term

structure in the 1970’s has been two to three times its average variability
over the previous fifty years.

2

In addition, the dispersion in U.S.

government bond returns over the past decade, as measured by its standard
deviation, is twice that of any previous ten-year period, and three to four
times greater than most other ten-year periods back forty years.
With greater bond market volatility comes a more concentrated effort by
participants in these markets - including pension funds, insurance companies,
and depository institutions - to examine ways of identifying and managing
interest rate risk.

These efforts, described generally as bond portfolio

immunization strategies, seek to guarantee some level of return over a pre¬
specified time period.
Both naive and sophisticated immunization models control interest rate
risk through duration measures, which capture the responsiveness of bond
returns to a single interest rate factor or to multiple interest rate factors,
where the exact form of these factors depends on the nature of restrictions
imposed on the term structure movements.

For example, the factor can be the

4

change in the bond’s yield to maturity,

the change in the long term or short

1

term interest rate,

5

a change in the linear combination of the long and short

term interest rate, a change in the height, slope or curvature of the term
structure,

6

or in context of modern portfolio theory, the factor can be the

return on the market portfolio.

7

Alternative specifications of the appropriate factor or factors lead to
either different types of duration measures or provide different definitions
to the same duration measures.

For example, in the context of a non-arbitrage

permitting equilibrium shift in the term structure, the appropriate factor for
the duration measure given by Fisher and Weil [1971] is the change in the
g

height of the term structure.

On the other hand, the appropriate factor for

duration in the context of a arbitrage permitting non-equilibrium parallel
shift in the term structure is the change in the yield to maturity of all
bonds.

The former definition implies that interest rate risk is only

partially captured by duration, while the latter implies it is fully captured
by duration.
This dissertation proposes to address current research issues in the area
of interest rate risk management.

In addition to providing extensions to

traditional models in this area, new theoretical models and empirical
strategies are proposed to control interest rate risk for financial
institutions.

The meaning of some of the traditional interest rate risk

measures is redefined, and the traditional criticism of duration analysis by
academics is reconsidered in view of the recent advances in this field.
This introductory chapter provides a brief review of the major
contributions to the area of interest rate risk management, and points out
some new directions in this field.

The various duration models are classified

as i) stochastic process dependent non-equilibrium models, ii) stochastic

2

process dependent equilibrium models, and iii) stochastic process independent
equilibrium models. The stochastic process independent equilibrium models are
shown to be superior to the other two categories of duration models.
1.2 Chapter Design
Chapters 2 through 6 each address a separate interest rate risk topic.
The second chapter derives closed-form solutions to various risk measures
derived previously in the immunization literature.

Previous closed form

research has focused exclusively on Macaulay duration.

Different researchers,

beginning with Macaulay [1938], have derived closed form solutions of Macaulay
duration through the use of three, four, or five underlying variables.

This

chapter goes beyond Macaulay duration and derives closed-form solutions of
other interest rate risk measures including convexity, M-square, and the
higher order duration measures.

The higher order duration measures are

important as they have been shown to provide significant improvement in
immunization performance over the Macaulay duration model.

In addition,

closed-form algorithms are derived which generalize these closed form
solutions to hold between coupon payment dates and for special cash flow
stream bonds (e.g. annuities, perpetuities etc.).
The third chapter presents a new model for interest rate risk control
generalized for bond portfolios whose constituent securities are priced off
different term structures.

The Macaulay duration assumption of a single term

structure for the entire portfolio has received little, if any, attention in
the literature.

This is indeed unfortunate as single term structures are

unlikely to exist in most portfolio settings.

The model developed in this

chapter represents the first attempt to look critically at the single term

3

structure assumption and provides a performance comparison vis-a-vis the
traditional Macaulay duration model.
The analysis given in this chapter reaches two main conclusions.

First,

in terms of a desired planning horizon, the new model immunizes the future
value of the portfolio at a time period different from that of the duration of
the portfolio whenever at least two of the portfolio's constituent bonds are
priced off more than one term structure.

Second, a GAP estimate is derived

through the new model that controls price risk and reinvestment risk
simultaneously at a given planning horizon.

The traditional duration GAP

model controls either price risk or reinvestment risk but not both (see
Bierwag [19871).

Finally, it is demonstrated that duration’s planning horizon

approach and duration’s GAP management approach are special cases of the more
holistic model derived here.

Therefore, this model unifies the two widely

used duration approaches using the more general framework.
The fourth chapter reconsiders the properties of bond convexity under
equilibrium conditions that make no restrictive assumptions about the
stochastic process governing the term structure.

This chapter redefines the

meaning of convexity which is significantly different from its traditional

definition.

Convexity has traditionally been associated with bond price

changes caused by a non-infinitesimal shift in the yield to maturity of a
bond.

Under the assumptions of parallel shifts in the term structure,

maximizing bond convexity is associated with maximizing the return on a bond
portfolio.
The analysis of bond convexity under equilibrium conditions reveals a
salient link between convexity and slope shifts in the term structure.

It is

shown that slight shifts in the slope of the term structure can lead to high

4

risks in portfolio return if the convexity exposure of a portfolio is not
optimum.

The appropriate level of convexity in an immunized bond portfolio is

shown to be equal to the square of the portfolio’s planning horizon.
Deviations from this level of convexity lead to increase in riskiness of the
portfolio’s return.

Empirical tests are proposed that compare immunization

performance of bond portfolios with different level of convexity exposure.
High convexity portfolios are shown be riskier than low convexity portfolios.
The fifth chapter focuses on the risk measure M-square (see Fong and
Vasicek [1983,1984]).

While duration is the weighted average time-to-maturity

of the cash flows (where the weights are defined as the present value of the
cash flows), M-square is a weighted time-to-maturity variance around the
planning horizon.

This chapter exposes the limitations of this measure and

proposes new scalar and vector immunization risk measures that overcome these
limitations.

A new portfolio theory approach to immunization is suggested

that utilizes the information content of the movements in the forward rate
function of interest rates.
Two limitations of the immunization risk measure M-square are considered.
First, it is shown that the risk measure M-square cannot be applied to
immunize a bond portfolio with negative or short positions.

This excludes

the use of forward and futures contracts for portfolio immunization since
9

negative positions are always embedded in pricing of these contracts.
Two alternative models are developed to address this limitation. First, a
vector of immunization risk measures (termed collectively as the "M-vector")
is derived that allows for negative positions.

The M-square model is shown to

be a limitation of the M-vector model when curvature and other higher order
shifts in the forward rate function are ignored.

5

The immunization constraints

of the M-vector model are found to be equivalent to those of the duration
vector model of Chambers, Carleton and McEnally [1988].

However, the M-vector

model is shown to have important theoretical and expositional advantages over
the duration vector model.

Empirical tests are proposed that demonstrate the

superiority of the M-vector model over the M-square model.
Second an alternative portfolio theory approach to the M-vector model is
presented that also allows negative positions to be held.

This approach

captures the information content of the movements in the instantaneous forward
rate function.

The variance-covariance relationships among the shifts in the

height, slope, curvature, etc. of the forward rate function are utilized in
designing the appropriate immunization strategies.

For example, the variance

of height shifts can be expected to be greater than the variance of slope
shifts, which in turn will be greater than the variance of curvature shifts.
Also, if short term rates are more volatile than long term rates, then height
shifts will have a negative covariance with slope shifts.

Assuming

stationarity in the variance-covariance matrix, the information in the
movements of the forward rate function can be utilized for obtaining hedged
portf olios.
The second significant limitation of the M-square model is that for many
bond portf olios, the linear programming routine of minimizing M-square with a
duration constraint cannot be solved.

For example, any bond portfolio in

which all of the constituent bonds have durations of a higher value than the
planning horizon has no minimum M-square solution.10

A new risk measure,

termed as "absolute duration," is derived and shown to always provide a unique
immunizing solution.

6

The sixth and the final chapter derives alternative duration vectors for
portfolio immunization based on alternative return functions of government
bonds.

This extends the immunization study of Chambers, Carleton and McEnally

[19881, which provides a duration vector based on a polynomial return
f unction.
This chapter hypothesizes various asymptotic and non-asymptotic return
functions, such as, polynomial, exponential, and trigonometric, as the true
functions for the government bond returns. The return functions are first
specified for zero coupon government bonds.

Since term to maturity is the

only distinguishing characteristic for zero coupon bonds, it is hypothesized
that the differences in returns are a function of term to maturities of the
zero coupon bonds.

The return functions of coupon bonds are then obtained by

a linear weighting of the return functions of the corresponding zero coupon
bonds (since a coupon bond is a portfolio of zero coupon bonds).
These alternative return functions lead to alternative duration vectors.
To achieve immunization from interest rate risk, a shift vector is derived for
each duration vector, where the shift vector is defined as the duration vector
of a zero coupon bond maturing at the planning horizon of the bond portfolio
being immunized.

Equating the duration vector of a bond portfolio to its

shift vector leads to the replication of the bond portfolio as a zero coupon
bond with its maturity equal to the planning horizon of the bond portfolio.
Multiple regression tests are proposed to identify the appropriate return
function as the true return function.

Identification of the true return

function implies selection of a specific duration vector and a shift vector
for achieving enhanced immunization performance.

7

The next subsection of this introductory chapter provides a brief review
of the major contributions to the area of interest rate risk management.
summary is divided into three parts.

The

The first part describes non-equilibrium

duration models that are dependent on a particular stochastic process
governing the term structure of interest rates.

The second part describes

recent developments in equilibrium models of the term structure and the
duration models derived from these term structure models.

Finally, the third

part of this section describes two equilibrium duration models which are
independent of any stochastic process underlying the term structure.
1.3 Major Contributions To Interest Rate Risk Management
1.3.1 Stochastic Process Dependent Non-equilibrium Duration Models
Macaulay [1938] discovered the concept "duration" in his efforts to
define a summary measure for the maturity of a bond.

Because the bond’s cash

flows do not mature at the bond’s final maturity date, duration was proposed
as a summary measure of maturity.

While Macaulay’s interpretation of duration

has intuitive appeal, it lacks economic meaning.11

However, Hicks’ [1939]

definition as the "elasticity of capital value," gives economic meaning to
duration - as a measure of price sensitivity with respect to interest rate
fluctuations.
Redington [1952], who coined the word immunization in the context of
interest rate risk management, rediscovered the term duration and called it
the "mean term."

Redington suggested that if assets and liabilities are

chosen such that their mean terms were equated, then the institution would be
immunized from interest rate risk.
Attention given to duration analysis was quite limited until the
empirical analysis of Fisher and Weil [1971].
8

Fisher and Weil found duration

to provide better immunization performance compared with maturity.
Weil suggested two modifications to Redington’s approach.

Fisher and

First, Fisher and

Weil focused on the case of immunizing the accumulated value of cash flows at
a known future date or planning horizon.

Second, they used the actual term

structure of interest rates (instead of yield to maturity) to derive their
"expected duration" measure, and assumed the expectations hypothesis of the
term structure to obtain the a priori estimate of the target return over the
planning horizon.

Their results demonstrated that the duration strategy

outperformed the naive and maturity strategies in terms of immunization
perf ormance.
A serious theoretical limitation of the Fisher and Weil study is the
restrictive assumption made about the stochastic process movement of the term
structure. It assumed that term structure shifts are additive (i.e parallel
shifts).

To the extent term structure shifts are governed by some other

stochastic process, the Fisher and Weil duration measure would lead to poor
immunization perf ormance.
Bierwag, Kaufman and Toevs [1983] derived duration measures which allow
the term structure to confirm to alternative stochastic processes.

They

described four duration measures as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

ID1
ID2
ID3
ID4

- Additive shifts in a flat term structure.
- Additive shifts in a non-flat term structure.
- Multiplicative shifts in the non-flat term structure.
- Maturity dependent shifts in the non-flat term structure.

Tests of Bierwag, Kaufman, Schweitzer and Toevs [1983], demonstrated that
Macaulay duration (i.e. ID1) performs approximately as well as the other three
duration measures examined.
A criticism of the Fisher and Weil and Bierwag, Kaufman and Toevs studies
is that they assume perfect correlation in the spot yields underlying the term

9

structure.

The poor performance of the more sophisticated duration models

above may be caused by the low correlations of the spot yields across the term
structure.

A second problem with these studies is that their duration models

contain certain non-equilibrium properties.

As shown by Ingersoll Skelton and

Weil [1978] and others, it is possible to make arbitrage profits if the term
structure movements are governed by any of the stochastic processes assumed by
these authors.

These two problems are addressed in the next subsection.

1.3.2 Stochastic Process Dependent Equilibrium Duration Models
This subsection summarizes single and multiple factor equilibrium
duration models.

Single factor duration models assume perfect correlation

between the underlying spot yields of the term structure.

Multiple factor

models, on the other hand, attempt to overcome the restriction of perfect
correlation. It should be noted that all of these equilibrium duration models
confirm to particular stochastic processes.
1.3.2.1 Single Factor Equilibrium Duration Models
As demonstrated by Ingersoll et. al. [1978], and by Cox, Ingersoll and
Ross [1979], stochastic processes assumed by traditional single factor
duration models (SFDMs) are inconsistent with general equilibrium conditions.
This results from the convexity property of the return functions of immunized
portfolios with respect to the magnitude of interest rate changes.
Ingersoll, Skelton and Weil [1978] have pointed out that for certain
stochastic processes governing the term structure, riskless arbitrage can
exist among bonds with differing coupons.

For example, let a portfolio be

invested equally in a group of coupon bonds whose duration is equal to some
future period H, and a zero coupon bond with maturity H.

10

If Ip(H) is the

terminal value of the immunized portfolio of coupon bonds at the planning
horizon, then it can be shown that for a given additive shift in the term
structure, Ip(H) £ IZ(H), where IZ(H) is the terminal value of a zero coupon
bond at H.
This result is inconsistent with market efficiency since riskless
arbitrage profit equal to Ip(H) - IZ(H) can be made by selling zero coupon
bonds short or by issuing them and buying the immunized bond portfolio.
Further, the size of this arbitrage profit is related to the magnitude of the
additive shift in the term structure and to the size of the convexity
differential between the immunized portfolio and the zero coupon bond.
Brennan and Schwartz [1983], in the following quote, point out that the
essential difference between the traditional single factor duration models
(SFDMs), which implicitly assume that convexity is priced, and the modern
single state variable equilibrium bond analysis:
"Duration theory starts from an a priori definition of the state variable
which defines the yield curve and makes (usually implicit) assumptions about
it evolution over time. The state variable is chosen so that the duration may
be calculated directly and has the weighted average maturity property of a
duration measure. No check is made as to whether the stochastic behavior of
the term structure implied by the state variable is consistent with
equilibrium. The equilibrium approaches also start from an exogenously
specified state variable and its behavior over time; however, the state
variable is taken to define only a single point on the yield curve rather than
the entire yield curve. Equilibrium conditions are then adduced to yield a
family of bond valuation functions whose parameters depend upon investors
tastes."
Various researchers have derived equilibrium term structure theories
dependent on a single state variable.

For example, Brennan

and Schwartz

[1977], Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross [1979, 1981], and Vasicek [1977] model the
equilibrium term structure using the instantaneous, riskless interest rate as
the only state variable.

Ingersoll, Skelton and Weil, and Cox, Ingersoll and

11

Ross have derived duration measures based upon the single state stochastic
processes assumed for their equilibrium term structure models.
In response to the criticisms of the non-equilibrium properties of the
SFDMs, Bierwag [1982] developed a single factor duration model that is
consistent with the general equilibrium conditions.

He derived a two-state

single factor model in which both states are functions of a single source of
uncertainty. However, the correlations between the spot yields is equal to
unity since the two state model is derived using one factor only.
Though single state variable equilibrium term structure models are
theoretically more appealing, they fail to address certain crucial problems
in the context of immunization theory.

A very restrictive condition is the

perfect correlation assumption between the various spot yields underlying the
term structure.

The problems arising due to the violation of this assumption

were discussed earlier.

The second shortcoming relates to the fact that some

of these models endogenously determine the term structure of interest rates.
Therefore, if the actual stochastic process deviates from the implied
stochastic process, then significant differences can occur between the
theoretical term structure and the actual term structure.
1.3.2.2 Multiple Factor Duration Models
According to Cox et al. (1979), if the spot yields across the term
structure can be expressed as determinate functions of the underlying state
variables such that it is possible to invert this system and express the state
variables as twice differentiable functions of spot rates, then the spot rates
may be used as instruments for the state variables.

Brennan and Schwartz

[1983] followed this approach and defined the two state

variables as the

instantaneous short rate r, and the yield on a consol bond l.

12

They developed a hedging strategy in which the portfolio is constructed
such that its estimated response to changes in r and l is the same as it is
for a discount bond with its maturity equal to the planning horizon.

The

immunization performance of their two state variable model however was quite
similar to the immunization performance of the simple duration model.

This

led them to conclude that in the current state of art, the duration model is
the most practical to use for the analysis of straight default-free bonds.
Nelson and Schaefer [1983] developed a generalized multi-factor model by
estimating empirically the sensitivities of the spot rates underlying the term
structure with respect to a set of K factors.

Through this approach, a

duration like sensitivity, tj, is obtained for each factor and the proportions
of the immunizing portfolio are calculated as the solution to K + 1
simultaneous equations which involve only tj’s as coefficients.
Similar to the Brennan and Schwartz approach, Nelson and Schaefer assume
the long rate is one of the factors.

The second factor in their approach is

the intermediate rate instead of the short rate.

The results of the

immunization tests however found the traditional duration model to perform
slightly better than the two

factor model.

Ingersoll [1983], in a widely cited study, found two important
immunization results.

First, he found that the traditional duration model

performed worse than the more naive maturity model.
seminal work of Fisher and Weil [1971].

This contradicted the

Ingersoll attributed this difference

to the fact that Fisher and Weil used Durand yields which may have biased
their results towards the duration model.

Second, Ingersoll’s model was based

on the instantaneously riskless short rate and the continuously compounded
forward rate at a given time T.

The tests were repeated for different values
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of T to obtain different values of the forward rate.

In each of the tests the

two factor model led to a significant improvement in immunization performance
compared to the single factor models.
Ho and Lee’s [1986] equilibrium bond pricing model does not endogenously
determine the term structure of interest rates.

Ho and Lee take the term

structure as given and use a binomial lattice approach to derive the feasible
term structure movements consistent with the general equilibrium.

The

stochastic process movement of the term structure is dependent on two
parameters, and therefore allows for less than perfect correlation between the
spot yields underlying the term structure.

Ho and Lee restrict their analysis

to the pricing of contingent claims and do not derive duration measures with
respect to the two parameters that define the term structure movements.
Langetieg [1980] derives a multivariate model of the term structure that
can incorporate a large number of macro economic variables.

The model is

based on the assumption that the spot rates cam be expressed as a linear
function of an arbitrary number of economic factors that follow a joint
elastic random walk.

Assuming stationary processes for each of the economic

factors, an extremely simple and intuitive model of term structure is derived.
The term structure can be expressed as expected spot rates plus a term
premium.

The term premium is shown to be a deterministic function of the

bond’s risk vector.
Derivation and empirical testing of the immunization strategies based on
the duration measures derived through the Ho and Lee model and the risk vector
of Langetieg’s model should provide additional evidence on the practical
usefulness of multi-factor immunization models.
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To summarize, their exists only mixed evidence that stochastic process
dependent multi-factor duration models provide any improvement in the
immunization performance compared to the traditional duration model.

A

significant drawback in the empirical testing of these models is the
assumption that changes in all the spot rates can be explained by the changes
in one or two factors, where the two factors
spot interest rates with different maturities.

are generally taken to be two
To the extent that different

spot rates across the term structure are uncorrelated with the two factors (or
the two spot rates), the implicitly assumed variance-covariance matrix of bond
returns would be misestimated using this approach.
It is apparent that the primary purpose of some of the research discussed
in this subsection, including Brennan and Schwartz [1983], Cox, Ingersoll and
Ross [1978,1981], Ho and Lee [1986], and Langetieg [1980], was to derive
equilibrium bond pricing models which endogenously determined the term
structure movements through a stochastic process.

This is very useful for the

purpose of bond pricing and the pricing of contingent claim securities (i.e.
fixed income options) whose values depend on the expected movements in the
term structure.

However, this approach may not be appropriate for the purpose

of portfolio immunization.

It has become almost a tautology that a duration

model should be derived through a given stochastic process.

In fact, the

equilibrium (or non-equilibrium) properties of the various stochastic
processes have become the focal point of the discussion on the immunization
literature.
If it can be shown that under certain general conditions regarding term
structure movements, assumptions concerning the type of stochastic process
that governs the term structure are unnecessary for the derivation of
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immunization models.

Since no assumptions are made about the type of

stochastic process, any equilibrium stochastic process is naturally
admissible.

Therefore, an immunization model independent of any stochastic

process restriction is consistent with equilibrium conditions.
In the next subsection, two immunization models are discussed that are
independent of any underlying stochastic process assuming certain very general
conditions about the shape of the term structure function at any given point
of time are satisfied.
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1.3.3 Stochastic Process Independent Equilibrium Duration Models
1.3.3.1 The M-Square Model
The M-square model of Fong and Vasicek [19841 minimizes the stochastic
process risk related to the terminal value of a bond portfolio.

The M-square

model imposes few restrictive assumptions about the underlying stochastic
process.

The only necessary assumption is that the change in the

instantaneous forward rate function is continuously differentiable with
respect to the term to maturity.

Fong and Vasicek derived a lower bound on

the change in the terminal value of the reinvested future value function of a
zero coupon bond at a given planning horizon H.

As shown by Fong and Vasicek,

if K is a constant such that g(t) ^ K for all t, then:
AZ(H)/Z(H) ^ -(t

-

HMAi(H)]

- (1/2)• (t - H)2-K,

where:
^
d [Ai(t)]
gU) = —gp-.
AZ(H) = the change in the terminal value of the reinvested future value
function of a zero coupon bond with maturity t, at the planning horizon H.
t = the maturity of the zero coupon bond.
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(1)

Ai(t) = the change in the instantaneous forward rate function at t ^ 0 and
i(t) = the instantaneous forward rate function that measures the instantaneous
rates of returns for any point of time t £ 0, as implied at

time

t = 0 under

the expectations hypothesis.
It is further shown by Fong and Vasicek that any bond portfolio
(consisting of one or more bonds) can be considered a series of zero coupon
bonds.

Through a linear weighting of the changes in the terminal value of

individual zero coupon bonds, a lower bound on the change in the terminal
value of any portfolio of bonds can be derived from equation (1):
AI(H)/I(H)

£

-(D - H) • [Ai(H)]

- (l/2)-M2-K,

where AI(H) is the change in the terminal value of the bond portfolio, and M2
is given as:
N

M2 = £ Wg • (t-H)2.
t=i
According to Fong and Vasicek, equating D (the duration of the portfolio) with
H, and minimizing M2 (the portfolio M-square), results in minimization of
stochastic process risk.
Some important features of equation (2) can be summarized as follows.
First, it can be seen that each of the two terms in equation (2) is a product
of two parts.

The first part is a function of the maturity characteristics of

the bond portfolio and the planning horizon, and can be controlled by altering
the portfolio composition of bonds.
The second part in each of the two terms is a function of the changes in
the instantaneous forward rates.
portfolio manager.

This part is outside the control of the

For example, Ai(H) defines the change in the instantaneous

forward rate function for the term t = H (H is the planning horizon).
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(2)

Similarly, the constant k defines an upper bound on the slope of the change in
the instantaneous forward rate function for any term t ^ 0 (i.e. g(t) == k).
Regardless of the a priori specification of the stochastic process
governing the instantaneous forward rates, the impact of any type of change in
the instantaneous forward rates can be minimized by controlling the value of
the first part of each term in equation (2).

For example, selecting a zero

coupon bond with maturity equal to the planning horizon will lead to a zero
value for the first part in each term.

This will eliminate the impact of any

changes in the instantaneous forward rates on the terminal value of the bond.
Therefore, equation (2) can be utilized to minimize the stochastic process
risk of a bond portfolio without an a priori specification of the type of
stochastic process governing the term structure movements.

The only

restriction is that the change in the instantaneous forward rates is
differentiable with respect to term to maturity.
This is a very general result in the field of immunization theory.
Equation (2) makes no assumption about the correlation structure of the spot
rates or of the stochastic process that governs the term structure movements.
All models given in the previous subsection were more restrictive in that they
hold for some but not all of the potential stochastic processes governing the
term structure movements.
1.3.3.2

The Duration Vector Models

Cooper [1977] applied a different approach to bond immunization which is
consistent with the equilibrium conditions

14

and is independent of the

stochastic process governing the term structure movements.

The insightful

observation of Cooper is that at any point of time, the term structure
function can be expressed as a multi-parameter function of the term to
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maturity.
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Cooper developed four types of term structure functions and tested

them by regressing the function against the spot rate estimates given by
Carleton and Cooper [1976].

He found all four functions had about equal

explanatory power.
Cooper then derived duration measures by taking the derivatives of the
term structure function with respect to the parameters used to measure the
term structure function.

He based immunization strategies based on these

duration measures and found significant improvement in immunization
performance over the traditional duration measure.
Chambers, Carleton and McEnally [1988] extended Cooper’s model by
allowing an unlimited number of functions of term to maturity.

Weirstrass

theorem assures that any smooth continuous curvilinear function of an
independent variable can be expressed as a simple polynomial function of the
independent variable.

Therefore, to the extent the term structure can be

expressed as a smooth and continuous function in time, a simple polynomial in
time will be able to measure the term structure quite effectively.

Prior work

in term structure estimation by McCulloch [1971], Carleton and Cooper [1976],
Shea [1982] and Chambers, Carleton and Waldman [1984] has shown that it is
possible to express the term structure as a polynomial in time.
Instead of deriving the duration measures from the term structure
function as done by Cooper, Chambers et al. first develop a return generating
process for a zero coupon bond that can be expressed as a polynomial function
of time:
m

R(t0,H,T) =

[I0 X,T‘

(3)

where the return is measured over the interval tO to the planning horizon H, T
is the maturity of the zero coupon bond, and Xj’s are constant parameters.
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Chambers et al. postulate that the return generating function given in
equation (3) is a smooth and continuous function in T, and therefore by
Weirstrass theorem can be expressed as a polynomial function of T.
Because any bond or bond portfolio can be expressed as a sum of zero
coupon bonds, equation (3) can be used to obtain a vector of duration measures
for coupon bonds.

Deriving duration measures using a return generating

process instead of the term structure function (as done by Cooper) has certain
advantages.
First, to obtain the duration measures, one does not have to take the
first order derivatives of the term structure function with respect to the
parameters that measure the term structure function.

Since first order

derivatives are defined only with respect to infinitesimal changes in the
parameters, this approach is limited only to infinitesimal shifts in the term
structure function.

Because no derivative functions appear when using a

return generating function, these duration measures are valid for non¬
infinitesimal shifts in the term structure

function.

Second, the use of return generating functions does not involve any
specific assumptions about the timing of interest rate shocks.

Chambers et

al. perform immunization tests on the duration vector using the Treasury bond
data from the period 1976 to 1980.

Duration vector models of various lengths

were tested for immunization performance over single period horizons and
multiperiod horizon.

The improvement in immunization performance was highly

significant with the addition of higher order duration measures up to the
fourth order.

The duration vector strategy with the first four measures of

duration eliminated nearly all of the interest rate risk inherent in the bond
portfolio.

The deviations from the target yield using the duration vector
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were only about 5 to 10 percent of the deviations reported by the traditional
Macaulay duration model.
Though the duration vector model has been very successful in

eliminating

stochastic process risk under equilibrium conditions, it has serious drawbacks
when considering the selection of bonds for a portfolio to be immunized at a
desired planning horizon.

It can be shown that if short positions are

disallowed, then it is impossible to construct an immunized bond portfolio of
coupon bonds that satisfies any of the two duration constraints
simultaneously,16 and the duration vector model reduces to the Macaulay
duration model.

Prisman and Shores [19881 derive a duration vector similar to

Chambers at al, but modify its application through risk minimization
strategies which would disallow short positions.

The drawback however is that

the Prisman and Shores approach reduces stochastic process risk, but does
not minimize it optimally.

This issue will be addressed in chapter 5,

through the development of the portfolio theory approach to the M-vector
model.

This approach can minimize stochastic process risk with or without

restrictions on short positions.
The second limitation of the duration vector relates to the functional
form of the return generating function of default-free bonds.

The derivation

of the duration vector by Chambers et al. implicitly assumes a polynomial
return generating function.

It is possible that alternative functional forms

such as exponential, logarithmic, trigonometric or a combination of these
provide a better approximation to the true return generating function.
Alternative duration vectors based on these functional forms could lead to
better immunization performance.

In chapter 6, alternative functional forms

are hypothesized as the true return generating function.
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The immunization

performance of the corresponding duration vectors is then compared with that
of the polynomial duration vector.
Finally, the application of the duration vector of Chambers et al.
requires high costs in portfolio rebalancing as the portfolio is subject to
significant changes at each rebalancing point.

The duration vectors based on

alternative return generating functions may require fewer amounts of portfolio
rebalancing and may reduce transactions costs.

This issue is addressed in

chapter 6, which compares the extent of portfolio rebalancing required by
alternative duration vector models.
Application of both the M-square model and the duration vector models can
be made easy through closed form solutions of the higher order duration
measures.

17

Most closed form solutions given in the immunization literature

are restricted to Macaulay duration.

Recently Nawalkha and Lacey [19881 have

derived closed form solutions of higher order duration measures.

Although

these closed form solutions remove much of the computational burden they have
two limitations.

First, the closed form solutions given by Nawalkha and Lacey

are valid only at coupon payment dates.

Since most bonds in a portfolio do

not have immediate coupon payment dates, the formulae are inapplicable to
these bonds in the portfolios.

Second, the closed form solutions are given

for straight bonds only, and cannot be applied to special cash flow stream
bonds ( i.e. annuities, perpetuities, floating rate bonds etc.)

In chapter 2

a generalized algorithm is derived that addresses these limitation by
providing closed-form solutions for duration measures for special cash flow
stream bonds that are valid between coupon payment dates.
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1.4 Conclusions
This chapter briefly reviews some important contributions in the area of
interest rate risk management.

The initial research in this area focused on

the stochastic process dependent non-equilibrium duration models.

Two major

shortcomings of these models are poor immunization performance, and stochastic
processes inconsistent with the equilibrium conditions.

In response to these

criticisms stochastic process dependent equilibrium duration models were
developed.

Though these models are theoretically more appealing, their

immunization performance is similar to the traditional non-equilibrium
duration models.
The development of stochastic process independent equilibrium duration
models led to significant breakthroughs in immunization research.

These

models are theoretically more appealing as they do not impose any restrictions
on the stochastic processes governing the term structure.

Since any

equilibrium stochastic process is admissible, these models are consistent with
general equilibrium conditions.

However, the main advantage of these models

is that they provide significant improvement in the immunization performance
compared to the traditional duration models.
While bond immunization using duration techniques has received attention
in the major academic literature, other interest rate risk control methods
exist.

These include hedging techniques through the use of interest rate

derivative instruments, such as debt options, interest rate futures, and
interest rate swaps, the use of specialized fixed income securities such as
zero coupon and variable rate bonds, and techniques like bond dedication and
contingent immunization.

Finally, the portfolio theory approach as formulated

by Hilliard [ 1984], and the APT model as empirically tested by Gultekin and
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Rogalski [1985], could provide alternative ways of controlling interest rate
risk by minimizing the total variance of return on fixed income portfolios.
The five chapters to follow each examine a separate research issue in the
area of interest rate risk management.

The second chapter derives the the

closed form solutions to the various interest rate risk measures proposed in
the immunization literature.

In addition, algorithms are derived that

generalize the closed form solutions to these measures, to hold between coupon
payment dates and, for special cash flow stream bonds.

The third chapter

presents a new model for interest rate risk control generalized for bond
portfolios whose constituent securities are priced off different term
structures.

It is demonstrate that duration’s planning horizon approach and

duration’s GAP management approach are special cases of the more holistic
model derived here.

Simulation tests are proposed to demonstrate the

superiority of the new model over the traditional duration approaches.

The

fourth chapter reconsiders the properties of bond convexity under equilibrium
conditions that make no restrictive assumptions about the stochastic processes
governing the term structure.

The analysis of bond convexity under these

conditions reveal an important link between convexity and slope shifts in the
term structure.

The relationship between convexity and slope shifts is shown

to increase the riskiness of an immunized portfolio as the convexity exposure
deviates form an optimum level.

The optimum level of convexity in a bond

portfolio is shown to equal the square of its planning horizon.
tests are proposed to prove this result.

Empirical

The fifth chapter analyses the

limitations of the immunization risk measure M-square (see Fong and Vasicek
[1983, 1984]) and proposes new scalar and vector immunization risk measures
that overcome these limitations.

It is shown that the risk measure M-square
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cannot be applied to immunize a bond portfolio with short or forward
positions.

Second, even with short positions disallowed it can be shown that

risk measure M-square is not unique for obtaining a lower bound on the
terminal value of a bond portfolio.

A vector of immunization risk measures

(termed collectively as the "M-vector") is derived that allows for short
positions and forward positions.
M-vector model is presented.

Finally a portfolio theory approach to the

This approach captures the information content

of the movements in the instantaneous forward rate function to to obtain the
appropriate immunization strategies.

The sixth and the last chapter derives

alternative duration vectors for portfolio immunization based on alternative
asymptotic and non-asymptotic return functions (such as, polynomial,
exponential, and trigonometric) for government bond returns.

This extends the

immunization study of Chambers, Carleton and McEnally [1988], which was based
on a polynomial return function.

Multiple regression tests are proposed to

identify the true return function for government bonds.

Identification of the

true return function implies selection of a specific duration vector and a
shift vector for achieving enhanced immunization performance.
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END NOTES

Vootnotes appear at the end of each chapter.
2

See for example Nelson and Schaefer [19831.

3

While bond immunization using duration techniques has received attent'or.
the major academic literature, other interest rate risk control met hoes ex.Vb
These include hedging techniques through the use of interest rate derivative
instruments such as debt options, interest rate futures, arid interest rate
swaps, the use of specialized fixed income securities such as zero cooper, art
variable rate bonds, and techniques like bond dedication and contingent
immunization. Also included is the portfolio theory approach as formulated by
Hilliard [1984], and the APT model as empirically tested by Guitekir. ar.d
Rogalski [1985], which could provide alternative ways of controlling interest
rate risk by minimizing the total variance of return on fixed income
portf olios.
4See Bierwag [1987]
5See Brennan and Schwartz [1983], Nelson and Schaefer 11983], Ingersoll
[1983], and Bierwag [1983].
bFor example, the duration vector of Chambers, Carleton and MoEnailj [1988],
For example the bond beta models developed by Rao [19821, and Bouqulst,
Racette, and Schlarbaum [1975].
g

Equilibrium shifts in a smooth and continuous term structure can be giver as
the composite of changes in the height, slope, curvature and other higher
order changes [see Chambers, Car let on and Waidman [19S-b.
Every forward position is equivalent to a long position and a short position
in two bonds.
10Assuming short positions cannot be allowed.
UBierwag, Kaufman and Khang [19"~S] suggest three definitions cf duration
measures: as a measure of average maturity, as an index that measures the
responsiveness of bond prices to charges in interest rates, ano as an mp -t to
immunization models. It is apparent that the first meaning c: duration .aoks
any economic significance.

2c

1ZThough multi-factor model are not restricted to the case of two factors, none
of the researches have done any empirical tests using more than two factors.
13

The general condition in Fong and Vasicek’s [19841 model is that the changes
in the continuously compounded forward rates are differentiable. The general
condition in Chambers, Carleton and McEnally [19881 model is that at any point
of time the term structure is as a smooth and continuous function of term to
maturity such that Weirstrass theorem can be applied to express the term
structure as a simple polynomial function of time.
14Cooper does not consider extended term structure functions as considered by
Chambers, Carleton and McEnally [1988]. By adding some more functions of term
to maturity in the term structure function of Cooper, it is possible to
theoretically eliminate any arbitrage opportunities.
15The initial work in regressing the bond yields on the functions of term
to maturity was done by Fisher [1966], Cohen, Kramer, and Waugh [1966], and
Crane [1971]. However these studies had ignored the coupon bias inherent in
any study using the yield data.
16A single zero coupon bond with maturity equal to the planning horizon is the
only alternative when short positions are disallowed.
17

Bierwag [1989] shows that M-square can be expressed in terms of first and
second order duration measures.
18For example see Chua [1984, 1985, 1988], Babcock [1985], Caks, Lane,
Greenleaf and Joules [1985], and Macaulay [1938].
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CHAPTER 2
CLOSED-FORM SOLUTIONS OF INTEREST RATE RISK MEASURES

2.1 Introduction
This chapter develops a generalized methodology to obtain closed form
solutions of interest rate risk measures given by Macaulay duration,
convexity, M-square and the duration vector.

The methodology provided here is

generalized to hold between the coupon payment dates as well as at these
dates.

Finally, variations on this methodology are provided such that it can

be used for various special cash flow stream bonds i.e. annuities,
perpetuities, par bonds, zero coupon bonds and floating rate bonds.
2.2 Brief History of Interest Rate Risk Measures
As bond immunization research has evolved, a number of measures have been
developed to provide varying degrees of protection from interest rate risk.
As discussed in chapter 1, the appropriate definition of a measure of interest
rate risk depends on the underlying factor.
non-arbitrage permitting

For example, in the context of a

equilibrium shift in the term structure, the

appropriate factor for Macaulay duration is the change in the height of the
term structure.1

On the other hand, the appropriate factor for duration in

the context of an arbitrage permitting non-equilibrium parallel shift in the
term structure is the change in the yield to maturity of all bonds.

The

former implies that interest rate risk is only partially captured by duration,
while the latter implies it is fully captured by duration.
describes various interest rate risk measures.
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The following

2.2.1 Duration
Many bond managers associate interest rate risk with the term Macaulay
duration.

Macaulay (1938) defined duration as a weighted average term to

maturity of a bond.

While Macaulay duration enjoys widespread use today,

similar measures were developed by Hicks (1939), Samuelson (1945), and
Redington (1952).

The latter three, appropriately termed measures of

elasticity, measure the sensitivity of a bond's price to a change in interest
rates.

For example, Redington showed that by choosing assets and liabilities

in a certain way, the firm can immune itself from the possibility of loss from
a change in interest rates.

The fact that we speak of Macaulay duration, and

not, for example, Hicks elasticity, is testimony to the fact that Macaulay was
first to derive this measure, but serves to emphasize the different ways of
conceptualizing duration.
All of the above definitions of duration are inconsistent with
equilibrium conditions, since the stochastic processes for the term structure
consistent with these definitions allow for risk free arbitrage.

The

underlying factor is the change in the yield to maturity assumed to be equal
across all bonds.

Fong and Vasicek [1984] and Chambers et al. [1988] give a

different definition to duration that is consistent with equilibrium
conditions.

In Fong and Vasicek*s model the appropriate factor for duration

is the change in the instantaneous forward rate at the planning horizon of the
portfolio.

In Chambers et al.’s model the appropriate factor is the change in

the instantaneous short term rate.
2.2.2 Convexity
Convexity, or the curvature in a bond's price-yield relationship, is an
important interest rate risk measure in bonds and bond portfolios (see, for
29

example, Yawitz (1986), and Garbade (1985)].2

Fabozzi and Fabozzi (1989),

summarizing their chapter on bond price volatility, conclude:
holding credit risk aside, there are three components
evaluating the attractiveness of an option free bond:
yield, duration, and convexity.

Convexity has been traditionally defined as the difference between the
price change estimated through the bond price function and the price change
estimated through duration for a given non-infinitesimal parallel shift in the
term structure.

The measure of convexity can be closely approximated by

taking the second derivative of the bond price function.

However, convexity

defined in this fashion is inconsistent with equilibrium conditions.

The

factor implicitly assumed is the change in the yield to maturity squared,
which is restricted to be equal for all bonds.
An alternative definition of traditional convexity is given in chapter 4.
Under this definition, the underlying factor for convexity is the change in
the slope of the term structure, which is consistent with equilibrium
conditions as riskless arbitrage is not allowed.
2.2.3 M-Square
M-Square (see Fong and Vasicek [1983]) can be defined as a measure of
interest rate risk that allows both non-infinitesimal shifts and non-parallel
shifts in the term structure of interest rates.

While duration is the

weighted average time-to-maturity of the cash flows (where the weights are
defined as the present value of the respective cash flows), M-Square is a
weighted time-to-maturity variance around the planning horizon.

The use of

M-Square does not require any specific assumptions regarding the shape of the
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non-parallel term structure shift and therefore is consistent with equilibrium
conditions.
2.2.4 The Duration Vector
The duration vector can be defined through higher order derivatives of
the bond price function.

The duration vector improves on the previous three

measures by immunizing a bond portfolio for virtually any interest rate shift.
In contrast to scalar measures, vector measures, as given by Cooper [1977] and
later extended by Chambers, Carleton, and McEnally [1988] and Prisman and
Shores [1988], capture changes in spot yields across the term structure by
more than one factor such that these changes are not perfectly correlated.
The principal advantage of the duration vector is that it does not require a
pre-specified ratio of relative changes in spot rates.

Because relative

changes in spot yields cannot, in reality, be pre-specified, it is not
surprising that the vector approach would be expected to be more effective.
Indeed, empirical tests of the duration vector by Chambers et. al demonstrate
significant improvement over the performance of the traditional model, and
more importantly, demonstrate near perfect immunization.
In addition to performance measurement, vector measures serve the purpose
of shielding duration research from the much publicized shortcomings of
Macaulay’s model.

Researchers have been quick to emphasize that the

restrictive assumptions underlying the traditional duration model are surely
violated in real world portfolio settings, and thus have questioned the
viability of duration research in general.

This is unfortunate, and vector

models seek to address, at least partially, this criticism.

However, vector

models come at a cost; moving from scalar to vector measures models introduce
new complexities to the process of interest rate risk control.
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In the next section a general mathematical definition is provided for the
interest rate risk measures given above.

It is shown that closed form

solutions of these measures can be obtained by using the yield to maturity of
the underlying bond.
2.3 The Need for Closed-Form Solutions of the Interest Rate Risk
Measures
The computation of the interest rate risk measures defined in the
previous section involves the summation of the present value functions of the
weighted multi-period cash flows.

This can be quite cumbersome for bonds with

longer term to maturity since the number of summation terms become large.
Closed-form solutions not only eliminate the need to sum present values of
multi-period cash flows, they also provide the user with easy and tractable
spreadsheet applications.
It has been shown empirically by Bierwag et al. [1983] and Chambers et
al. [1988] that using yield to maturity instead of spot yields underlying the
term structure leads to very similar immunization performance.

Therefore,

given the computational advantage of obtaining closed form solutions, the use
of yield to maturity instead of spot yields may be justified.
A disadvantage of using spot yields is that the actual price of a bond
may deviate from the estimated price of the bond which is obtained by using
spot rates.

Thus, duration estimates may be biased due to the residual

errors between the actual price and the estimated price.

A treatment of this

"residual errors" problem has been suggested by Chambers [1981].
Interest rate risk measures given by Macaulay duration, convexity,
M-Square and the duration vector (Chambers et al. [1988]) of a bond with
maturity of N periods can be specified through the following expression:
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N

(T+TF

I =

(1)

N

t=i (1+ i )'
where i is the yield to maturity, Ct is the cash flow of the bond at the end
of period t, and f(t) is a simple polynomial function of t.

The variable I

can be shown to have following interpretations depending upon the function
f (t):
I = duration

iff f(t) = t,

(2)

I = continuously compounded convexity
I = discretely compounded convexity
I = M-Square

iff f(t) = t2,
iff f(t) = (t + t2)/(l+i(t))2,

iff f(t) = (t-H)2 = t2 -2tH + H2,

(3)
(4)

where H = planning horizon,
(5)

I = mth order duration vector element

iff f(t) = tm for all m = 1, 2, ...
(6)

In the next section, a methodology is formulated that provides the closed
form solutions to any interest rate risk measure derived through equation (1)
through (6).

This represents a significant extension to the traditional

closed form solutions of Macaulay duration derived by Macaulay [19381, Chua
[1984,1985], Caks, Lane, Greenleaf and Joules [1985] and Babcock [1985].
2.4 A Methodology to Obtain Closed-Form Solutions of the Interest Rate
Risk Measures
Prior to deriving the closed-form solution for each of the interest rate
risk measures given in equations 2 to 6 (in the previous section), a
generalized closed-form solution for the mth order duration measure for any
positive integer m is first derived.

Let:
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D(m)

r N tm • C

Nm • F

1

T N

C

F

1

|_ t^nrnt+ a+nNJ / [ t^iimrt+ utifJ *

(7)

where C is the bond’s coupon per period, i is the bond’s yield to maturity, N
is the number of periods to maturity, and F is the bond’s face value.
Substituting F = C/c in equation (7), where small c is the coupon rate per
period, and rewriting equation (7), an equivalent measure of duration is
defined:

D(m) = 1^ i(c-Sm(l+i)N + Nm)j / 1^ c((l+i)N-l) + i j,
.m
where Sm = Y j-.—r*t .
m
u (l+iT
t=i

(8)

N

(9)

In equation (9), if a solution of Sm can be found, then the closed-form
solution of D(m) can be obtained through substitution of Sm in equation (8).
It is shown in section 2.7 that a closed-form solution for Sm exists, and is
given by:

i
r
m_1
s„ = 4i+ t

.

L

t=o

n+N)ra i
.q-st - HTTPJ

for a11 m 2 *-

(10)

where:
C. = t-and
m *■
(m-1 )!t!

S

m

= —i— f"l - nj-.J for m
l L
(l+i) J

=

0.

Given the general solutions shown in equations (10) and (11), the
closed-form solution of D(m) for all m ^ 1 can be obtained by substituting Sm
from equation (10) into equation (8).

Further, the various measures of

immunization discussed in equations (2) to (6) can be obtained as follows:
1) Macaulay duration = D(l),
2) Continuously compounded convexity = D(2),
3) Discretely compounded convexity = (D(l) +D(2)]/(l+i) ,
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(11)

4) M-square = D(2) -2HD(1) + H2,
5) The mth order duration vector element = D(m), where D(m) for

m

fc

1

is

given in equation (8).
2.5 Generalizing Closed-Form Solutions between Coupon Payment Dates
The methodology given in the previous section to obtain closed form
solutions of the various interest rate risk measures is valid only at the
exact coupon payment dates.

In other words, the closed form formulae to be

obtained from this methodology will not hold at dates between the coupon
payments.

In this section the methodology is generalized to obtain closed

form solutions that are valid not only at the coupon payment dates but between
these dates as well.

This extends Chua’s [1988] generalized closed form

solution to the Macaulay duration that holds between coupon payment dates.
Proper bond valuation between coupon payments must include interest
accrued between the last coupon payment and the current time period.
the total number of coupons due until maturity.

Let N be

Defining P as the bond’s

price, f as the time elapsed since the date of last coupon payment relative to
time between two coupon payments, fC as the amount of interest accrued, C as
the dollar value of the coupon payment per period, F as the face value of the
bond, and i as the bond’s adjusted yield to maturity, the value of a bond
between coupon payments can be given by:
N

P + fC =

£ Ct/(l+i)t_f

+

[F/(l+i)N_f].

(12)

t=i

The adjusted yield to maturity contrasts with the reported yield to maturity
by including any accrued interest.
Generalized solutions for various immunization measures are derived from
a generalized mth order duration measure given as:
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C- (t-f )m
"( 1+i )t_1 +

D(m)

F• (N-f)m 1
(i+i)

, r

N"fJ ' L

"

c

F

1

J■

+ (T+T)N-f

(13)

Substituting F — C/c in equation (13), where small c is the coupon rate per
period, and rewriting equation (13) defines an equivalent duration measure:

D(m)

■[

i[c-Sm(l+i)N"f+(N-f)m]

]/[

c[(l+i) -1] + i

]•

(14)

N

where Sm = Z [(t-f)m/(l+i)W].

(15)

In equation (15), if a solution of Sm can be found, then the closed-form
solution of D(m) can be obtained through substitution of Sm in equation (14).
A closed-form solution for Sm exists and is given by:

S» = -j-

where »ct ■ TnTTlTtT

+ E

and

roCt " St " ‘(Iti ~i>N~f ]

f°r 311 m 2 !■

sm=o= -^T- I1 - TTTTTn]

for m = °-

U6)

(17)

The procedure to obtain the generalized closed-form solutions of the
various immunization measures (which are valid not only between coupon payment
dates, but also at these dates) is similar to that given in the previous
section except that to obtain generalized solutions equations 14, 15, 16 and
17 are used instead of equations 8, 9, 10, and 11 respectively.
2.6 Variations on the Methodology to Obtain Generalized Closed-Form Solutions
of Interest Rate Risk Measures of Special Cash Flow Stream Bonds
The methodology given in the last section to obtain generalized closed
form solutions of the various interest rate risk measures is valid only for
the regular coupon bonds.

In this section different methodologies are

proposed to obtain closed form solutions of the interest rate risk measures
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for special cash flow stream bonds.

Methodologies for annuities,

perpetuities, par bonds, zero coupon bonds, and floating rate bonds are
derived.
2.6.1 Annuities
Annuities are constant payment stream bonds whose face value is amortized
over its maturity.

For annuities, the generalized mth order duration measure

can be given as:

D(m) = [ I £££] / [
L t=l
J
L

Enfnr.r]t=l
J

<«»

The above equation can be further simplified to give:

D(m) = [i-Sm(l+i)N'f]/[(l+i)N-l],

(19)

where Sm is as defined in equation (15) in the last section.
The procedure to obtain the generalized closed-form solutions of the
various interest rate risk measures for annuities is similar to that given in
the previous section except that to obtain generalized solutions for annuities
equation (19) is used instead of using equation (14).

Equations 15, 16, and

17 are the same for annuities.
2.6.2 Perpetuities
Perpetuities are annuities with infinite maturity.

For perpetuities the

generalized mth order duration measure can be given as:

D(m) =
1 im
n= a

r

[

y c-(t-nmi .

r "

c

i

(l+i )t_1j ' [ t^(TTTF-fJ-
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(20)

Taking the limit of the above equation as N tends to infinity gives:
D(m) = i-Sm-(l+i)-f,
where S

as N tends to infinity is given as:

i

r

Sm = —

m_ ^
(i-f)m-d+i)f

L

where

(21)

C. = 7-***
m t
(m-1 )!t!

+ E

i

t=0

and

S

for a11 m £

mct'st

(l+i)f
m=0

(22)

J

for m = 0.

(23)

The procedure to obtain the generalized closed-form solutions of the
various interest rate risk measures for perpetuities is similar to that given
in the previous section except that to obtain generalized solutions for
perpetuities equation 20, 21, 22, and 23 are used instead of equation 14, 15,
16, and 17.
2.6.3 Par Bonds
For par bonds the methodology is similar to that of regular bonds as
given in the previous section, with the exception of c = i in all of the
equations 14, 15, 16, and 17.
2.6.4 Zero Coupon Bonds
For zero coupon bonds the generalized mth order duration measure is given
as:
D(m) = N ,

(24)

where N is the time remaining to maturity of the zero coupon bond.

2.6.5 Floating Rate Bonds
As shown by Yawitz, Kaufold, Macirowski, and Smirlock [1987], a floating
rate bond is equivalent to a zero coupon bond with maturity equal to the
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remaining time to the next coupon payment date (which is also assumed to be
the time remaining to repricing) and face value (of the zero coupon bond)
equal to F + C (F is the face value of the floating rate bond and C is the
coupon at next coupon payment date). Therefore, substituting N = 1-f in
equation (24), the generalized mth order duration measure for a floating rate
bond is given as:
D(m) = (l-f)m,

(25)

where f is the time elapsed since the last coupon payment date.
The generalized closed form solutions of mth order duration measure of
zero coupon bonds and floating rate bonds given by equations (24) and (25) can
be used to obtain the corresponding interest rate risk measures for these
securities by the methodology illustrated in the previous section.
2.7 The Closed-Form Solution of Sm
This section derives the algorithm for the closed form solution of Sm as
given in equation (9):

sm

'

(26)

The expanded form of equation (26) is:

Sm

(27)

rr .

Multiplying both sides of equation (27) by (1+i) and simplifying:

(28)

Subtracting equation (27) from equation (28) gives:

(29)
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where Z is given as:

Z =

2m- lra , 3m- 2m

nm- (n-l)m

TT+rF + (l+i)2 +,”+

(l+i)1*-1 •

(30)

The term Z can also be expressed as:
Z = Tj + T2 + ...+ Tn l ,

(31)

where Tp for any r = 1,2.n-1 is given as follows:
^
(1+r)m - rm
Ar "
(l + i)1
'

(32)

The value of m can be either zero or greater than zero. Because the
derivations are different, they will be derived separately.
Case 1: m=0
Substituting m=0 in equation (32):

r

(1+r)° - r° .
(l+i)1

(33)

Therefore, substituting Tp=0 in equation (31) for all r = 1,2,...n-1 defines
Z=0. Substituting m=0 and Z=0 in equation (29) and simplifying derives the
final form for SQ:

(34)

So

Case 2: m^l
Expanding equation (33) and simplifying gives:

T

=

co + -Cyr + .<yr2

(35)

(l + i)1

In summation form:
m-1

T = V
lr
L

t =0

„

mCt

't

r

(l + i)1'
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(36)

Substituting the value of Tr from equation (36) for all values of
r=l,2,...n-l in equation (31):

n-l

m-1

z = y

y

L

r=1

(37)

_mCt‘

L

t =0

(l + i)1'

Rearranging the summation signs in equation (37):

z = my

n_1

y m C t -r1
1

L

t =0

(l + i)1

L

r =1

(38)

'

Removing the term mCt from the inner summation:

m-l

n-l

z = y • mct • y^ ((lV+ l) .
t =0

(39)

r =1
n-l

Rearranging and rewriting the terms in order to change

£

n

to

r =1
m-l
Z =

-n

I *mCt* I
t =0
r=l

1.
t

m_1

(l + i)1

"

£ :
r =1

V.

(40)

E ' mCt " (l + i )u
t =0

From equation (26) it can be seen that:

£ u£r ==

s*

(41)

r =1

Substituting equation (41) into equation (40):

m-l
Z =

m-l

I 'mCt’St
t =0

“

nl

(42)

I ‘mV (l + i)11
t =0

Substituting the value of Z from equation (42) into equation (29) gives:

n
S

• i

-m -

=

1

-

-

m

(l + iT1 +

m-1

m-1

£_’roCt'St

I 'mCt’(l+i)“ *
t =0

t =0

Combining terms:
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nl

(43)

m- 1

Srn-i = 1 +

£ -mCt-St

(44)

t =0

Simplifying further:

(45)

Dividing both sides by i and simplifying gives us the final form for Sm:

-rrn

71

t =o

(l+i)

for all m2:l .

(46)

2.8 Conclusions
This chapter provides the methodology used to obtain closed form
solutions of interest rate risk measures given by Macaulay duration,
convexity, M-square and the duration vector.

The methodology provided here is

generalized to hold between the coupon payment dates as well as at these
dates.

Finally, variations on this methodology were provided such that it can

be used for various special cash flow stream bonds i.e. annuities,
perpetuities, par bonds, zero coupon bonds and floating rate bonds.
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END NOTES

Equilibrium shifts in a smooth and continuous term structure can be given as
the composite of changes in the height, slope, curvature and other higher
order changes [see Chambers, Carleton and Waldman [1984].
E'he issue of the benefits of convexity has been examined by Maloney and Logue
[1989] and Nawalkha, Lacey, and Chambers [1989], who conclude that convexity
is not desirable in all situations. These studies demonstrate that the well
known benefits of convexity are relatively trivial when compared with the
potential harmful effects for certain common interest rate shifts. Thus,
convexity is more properly viewed in terms of a risk/reward trade off.
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CHAPTER 3
BOND PORTFOLIO IMMUNIZATION WITH MULTIPLE TERM STRUCTURES

3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a new model for interest rate risk control.

The

new model is generalized for bond portfolios whose constituent securities are
priced off different term structures.

The Macualay duration assumption of a

single term structure for the entire portfolio has received little, if any,
attention in the literature.

This is indeed unfortunate as single term

structures are unlikely to exist in most portfolio settings.

The model

developed in this chapter represents the first attempt to look critically at
the single term structure assumption and provides a performance comparison
vis-a-vis the traditional Macaulay duration model.
Criticism of Macaulay duration to date centers on duration’s assumptions
regarding the shape of the term structure (See, for example, Bierwag, Kaufman,
and Toevs [1983], and Bierwag [1977,1978]), and the behavior of term structure
shifts (See, for example, Chambers, Carleton, and McEnally [1988], Bierwag,
Kaufman, and Latta [1988], Prisman and Shores [1988], Fong and Vasicek [1983],
Cooper [1977], and Livingston [1979].)

In response, alternative duration

models have been developed to account for both non-flat term structures and
for stochastic process risk associated with non-instantaneous, non¬
infinitesimal, and non-parallel shifts.
These alternative specifications given above have met with mixed success
in demonstrating improved immunization performance in comparison with the
simpler model.

Bierwag, Kaufman, Schweitzer, and Toevs [1983], Brennan and

Schwartz [1983], and Nelson and Schaefer [1983]) have failed to show improved
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immunization performance when testing alternative specifications of the
duration model vis-a-vis the Macaulay duration model.

However, the duration

vector given by Chambers, Carleton and McEnally [1988] has demonstrated
improved immunization performance, and more significantly has been shown to
perform near perfect immunization.
This chapter shifts the focus of bond immunization away from the Macaulay
duration assumptions outlined above towards a more general portfolio
framework, that of multiple term structures.

An example of a portfolio that

fits this generalized framework is the combined asset and liability holdings
of a depository institution earning a spread between rates received on assets
and rates paid on liabilities.

The primary purpose of this chapter is to

demonstrate that even under the simplistic assumptions of infinitesimal and
parallel term structure shifts, previous approaches have failed to provide
complete interest rate risk protection for this institution’s portfolio.
The analysis given in this chapter reaches two main conclusions.

First,

in terms of a desired planning horizon, the new model immunizes the terminal
value of the portfolio at a time period different from that of the duration of
the portfolio whenever at least two of the portfolio’s constituent bonds are
priced off more than one term structure.

Further, because duration’s planning

horizon model assumes a single term structure, term structure shifts between
the bonds in the portfolio are forced to be equal.

In contrast, the more

general design of the new model allows the realistic case of unequal parallel
shifts between the different term structures.
Second, a GAP estimate is derived through the new model that controls
price risk and reinvestment risk simultaneously at a given planning horizon.
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The traditional duration GAP model controls either price risk or reinvestment
risk but not both (see Bierwag [1987]).
Finally, it is demonstrate that duration’s planning horizon approach and
duration’s GAP management approach are special cases of the more holistic
model derived here.

Therefore, this model unifies the two widely used

duration approaches using the more general framework.
This chapter is organized as follows.
model.

Section 3.2 presents the new

Section 3.3 derives a number of propositions that both highlight the

shortcomings of the traditional duration models and derive the traditional
models as the special cases of the holistic model derived here.

Section 3.4

discusses the simulation methodology that will be used to test the new
against the traditional duration models.
propositions given in section 3.3.
3.2 The

model

Section 3.5 gives the proofs of

Section 3.6 concludes the chapter.

Duration Function Model

3.2.1 Assumptions
(Al)

The existence of multiple term structures:

The constituent

securities within a bond portfolio are allowed to be priced off more than one
term structure of forward rates.1
(A2)

Permitted term structure shifts:

to experience additive shifts.

All term structures are assumed

The portfolio can experience single or

multiple term structure shifts over the planning horizon.
(A3)

Relative shifts between different term structures:

The additive

shifts between the different term structures are allowed to be unequal, but it
is assume that the different shifts can be pre-specified by some ratio at
least one period in advance.

The shift ratio is permitted to change over the

planning horizon to allow for new information concerning relative shifts
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between the different term structures to be incorporated into the model at
each portfolio rebalancing point.
(A4) Zero transactions costs and zero taxes.
3.2.2 The Duration Function of a Single Bond
This sub-section develops the duration function, a holistic measurement
of terminal value bond volatility.

The duration function provides estimates

of actual changes in a bond’s terminal value (including reinvested coupons) at
all points in time throughout maturity resulting from an instantaneous term
structure shift in the forward rates.

In contrast, Macaulay duration provides

estimates of bond price changes at the present time and at the point of
duration.
As shown by Fong and Vasicek [1984], the percentage change in the
terminal value of a bond at a given planning horizon t is:
n

Z

AV(t)/V(t)

s=l

c*s

w_

explf (s)]
(1)

9

where:
f(s) = J*H Ai(x)dx.
s

Cs = the cash flow from the bond occurring at time s (s = l,2,...,n).
AV(t) = the change in terminal value V(t) of the portfolio.
W

= exp[-.fs i(x)dx], i.e. the continuous discount function for term s.

Ai(s) = change in the current instantaneous forward rate i(s).
Through a Taylor series expansion of {exp[(f(s)] -1} around t:

exp[f(s)] -1 = - (s-t)-Ai(t) -

(s-t)2, j^s
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- (Ai)2j

H

+.

(2)

Substituting the above equation into equation (1) and assuming additive
shifts li.e infinitesimal and parallel) in the term structure of forward
♦
rates
gives: 2

d(V(t))/V(t) =

f

n

2

Is = 1

C • Ws- (t-s)-d(i(t))
s

2

(3)

s=1

or equivalently:

[d(V(t))/d(i(t))]/V(t) =

(4)

The above equation defines the duration function of a bond.
Definition:

The duration function of a bond, at a given point of time t > 0,

is the sum of the present values of each discounted cash flow weighted by
(t-s), in relation to the bond’s price:
n

DUR(t) = [dCV(t))/d(iCt)))/V(t) =

2

S =1

Cs • WE • (t-s)/
P
/

(4’)

Alternatively, Equation (5) can be written as:
DUR(t) =

^ t-P

- s?1s-Cs*Ws

j/

P,

(5)

and thus defines a linear relationship between the duration function and
traditional duration as:
DUR(t) =

(t - D).

(5’)

3.2.3 The Duration Function of a Portfolio
The portfolio’s duration function, at time t £ 0, defines the
proportionate change in the terminal value of the portfolio at t for a given
shift, d(ik(t)), in the term structure of the kth security:
DURp(t) = [d(Vp(t))/d(ik(t))l / Vp(t),
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(6)

«here at ary time t
Vr t

:s the

C. DUR^lt' is the duration function of a portfolio*
value of the portfolio at time t, and dliklt)) is the

r

ana parallel shift ir. the term structure of a given kth

security.

The shifts ir the term structures of the different securities are

ass_r.ec tc be pre-specifiec by a ratio given by the shift vector V:

•where:
d{u(t

:d(i2(t):...:d(ik(t)):...:dli)ilt)) = y1:y2:...:yk:...:yN.

Proposition 1:

(8)

If DUR.lt), DUR2U),...,DLRn(t) are the duration

functions of N securities respectively, then the duration function of a
portfolio cf these N securities is value additive:
DURp(t) =

IdfVpttJJ/diytm/Vplt) = [Z

VjW-DURjW-rjj/^ jl, Vj(t)j,

(9)

where Vj(t) is the future value of the j*-*1 security at t > 0, j = 1,2,...,N,
ant Tj is the shift vector element (equation 7) for the
Proof:

security.

See section 3.5.

The percentage change in the reinvested terminal value of a portfolio at
a given point of time t, caused by an additive shift in the term structure of
the kth security, can be estimated as:
7, Change in the Future Portfolio Value = DURp(t) • Aik(t),

where DLRp(t) is given in equation (9).
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(10)

3.2.4 The Generalized Duration Point of the Portfolio
The new model no longer immunizes the portfolio at the point of time
defined by the portfolio’s duration.

The portfolio’s new immunization point

is termed the generalized duration point (GDp) and is defined by the point of
time at which the duration function of the portfolio is equal to zero.

At the

generalized duration point, the terminal value of the portfolio remains
immunized from additive shifts in the different term structures.
3.3 Relationship to The Traditional Duration Models
This section derives certain propositions that relate the duration
function model to the traditional duration models.

Specifically, the

situations in which the traditional duration models will lead to errors in
immunization performance are explored.

Further, propositions are derived that

illustrate the traditional duration models to be special cases of the duration
function model.
Proposition 2:

If all bonds are priced off the same term structure, the

generalized duration point of a portfolio of bonds is equal to its duration.
Proof:

See section 3.5.

Proposition 3:

If at least two bonds held in a portfolio are priced off

different term structures, the generalized duration point of the portfolio
will not be equal to the duration of the portfolio, given equal or unequal
shifts in the different term structures.
Proof:

See section 3.5.

The chapter’s principal objective is in comparing the new duration
function model with duration’s planning horizon model and with duration s GAP
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management model.

In keeping with this objective, Section 3.3 concludes by

showing that traditional duration models are special cases of the duration
function model.
Proposition 4:

Duration’s planning horizon model is a special case

of the new duration function model when all constituent securities are priced
off the same term structure.
Proof:

See section 3.5.

Proposition 5:

Duration’s GAP management model is a special case of the

new duration function model when the portfolio’s planning horizon is zero.
Proof:

See section 3.5.

3.4 The Simulation Tests
3.4.1 The Planning Horizon Approach
This subsection formulates a methodology to compare the new model with
duration’s planning horizon model under simulated term structure shifts and
simulated trading.

For simplicity, the methodology assumes flat term

structures with discrete compounding.

This comparison illustrates that the

duration function model exhibits superior immunization performance relative to
duration’s planning horizon model, and that the relative performance is
further improved when the ratio of the additive shifts in the different term
structures are unequal.
3.4.1.1 Example 1; Single and Equal Term Structure Shifts
Consider a financial institution whose portfolio contains an interest
rate sensitive asset that yields ten percent and matures in ten years, and an
interest rate sensitive liability that costs six percent and matures in five
years.

Both the asset and the liability are priced at par, and $1 of assets
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is held for each $0.90 of liabilities, defining a net worth of ten percent.
Although the two securities are priced off different term structures, the
shifts in the two term structures are assumed to be equal and additive.
Table 3.1 reports the actual percentage change in the future value of the
portfolio resulting from upward or downward 100 basis point shifts in the
term structures of both bonds.

For an upward shift, the actual percentage

change in the future value of the portfolio is negative at all time periods
less than two years, and is positive at all time periods greater than three
years.

The reverse is true for a downward term structure shift.

Should the

institution desire to immunize its net worth from interest rate shifts, the
planning horizon of the portfolio should be set between two and three years,
as within this time window the portfolio’s new worth remains unchanged
regardless of the term structure shift.
The two panels of Table 3.1 compare duration’s planning horizon model
(Panel A) with the new duration function model (Panel B).

Panel A defines an

optimal planning horizon of 1.002 years, the point of time equal to the
duration of the portfolio, and a time period well outside the desired time
window.

In Panel B, the duration function model defines an optimal planning

horizon of 2.258 years, the point of time where the duration function equals
zero, and a planning horizon within the desired time window.

The example

illustrates that the duration of the portfolio no longer defines the correct
planning horizon when at least two of the portfolio’s constituent securities
are priced off different term structures.
Immunization performance is measured by comparing the actual change in
net worth with the change estimated by the respective models.

We define this

difference as error, or the amount by which the firm’s target is missed.
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For the upward 100 basis point term structure shift, the percentage error
at the planning horizon using duration’s planning horizon model (planning
horizon = 1.002) is -0.423%, while the percentage error at the planning
horizon using the duration function model (planning horizon = 2.258) is only
0.004%.

Similar results obtain for the downward term structure shift.

Given

that duration’s planning horizon model defines an optimal planning horizon
outside the desired time window, it is not surprising that the performance of
this model is sub-optimal.

In contrast, the new model exhibits almost perfect

immunization performance.
3.4.1.2 Example 2: Multiple Term Structure Shifts With A Changing
Shift Vector
It would first appear that immunizing multiple term structure shifts
would be a straightforward extension of the single shift case.

However,

multiple shifts become complicated as the rebalancing process itself can
change the estimated level of growth in the firm’s net worth at the desired
planning horizon.

Given a potential change in net worth growth, assessing

immunization performance becomes difficult as performance is measured by the
difference between estimated growth in net worth and actual growth in net
worth at the desired planning horizon.

In order to hold estimated net worth

growth constant while allowing for multiple term structure shifts, the example
allows rebalancing only between securities priced off the same term structure.
In other words, portfolio rebalancing can take place within the asset group
and/or liability group, but not between these groups.
Consider a financial institution with two assets, A1 and A2, priced off
the same term structure, and one liability, LI, priced off a different term
structure.

Assets are represented by a ten-year and a four-year maturity
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bond, both priced at par to yield ten percent.

A six-year maturity bond

priced at par costing six percent represents the only liability of the
financial institution.

The institution’s planning horizon is three years.

Cash inflows from the assets and cash outflows from the liability occur
simultaneously over six different semi-annual intervals.
The example will allow the term structure of the assets and the liability
to experience unequal shifts at the end of each six month period, where the
shifts occur according to a ratio prespecified at the beginning of the period.
A new shift vector is then defined for the next rebalancing period.

The

example allows flexibility as new information regarding term structure shifts
are incorporated through the changing shift vector.
At each six-month interval, the two assets are rebalanced according to
the immunization objective of the respective models.

For the traditional

duration planning horizon model, the assets are rebalanced such that the
portfolio’s duration is equal to the remaining planning horizon, while for the
new duration function model, the generalized duration point of the portfolio
is set equal to the remaining length of the planning horizon.

To avoid

rebalancing between the securities priced off different term structures, the
cash outflows from bond L (the liability) are simply added to the already
outstanding liability.
Table 3.2 provides the information necessary to compare the immunization
performance of the two models.

In Table 3.2, the second, third, and fourth

columns report the respective yields, durations (Panel A, Panel B gives the
corresponding duration function values), and prices of the bonds through time.
The fifth column reports the number of bonds held (assets as long positions,
liabilities as short positions) at the point in time immediately preceding
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rebalancing.

The sixth column reports the dollar amount of cash inflows and

cash outflows from the portfolio due to the maturing of the coupon payments,
and column 7 reports the portfolio transactions that occur at the end of each
six-month period in order to satisfy the respective model’s immunization
constraint.

The last column in Table 3.2 reports the portfolio’s net worth,

or the difference between the market value of the portfolio’s assets and the
portfolio’s liabilities.
Relative performance between duration’s planning horizon model (Panel A)
and the new duration function model (Panel B) is measured by the difference
between the estimated net worth and the actual net worth of the portfolio,
defined as error, at the end of the three year planning horizon.

Actual net

worth for duration’s planning horizon model is $15,692 below expectations, a
difference of negative six percent.

For the duration function model, actual
3

net worth is $664 above expectations, a difference of only 0.2 percent.

The

duration function model, designed to incorporate single and multiple as well
as equal and unequal additive shifts in the different term structures,
outperforms duration’s planning horizon model which does not incorporate such
inf ormation.
3.4.2 The Gap Management Approach
This subsection formulates a methodology to compare the new model with
duration’s gap management approach under simulated term structure shifts and
simulated trading.

Again for simplicity, the methodology assumes flat term

structures with discrete compounding.

This comparison will illustrate that

the duration function model exhibits superior immunization performance
relative to duration’s gap management model.
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Duration’s GAP management approach is designed to protect the present
value of net worth by eliminating price risk associated with term structure
shifts.

Bierwag [1987] shows that price risk can be controlled by setting the

duration GAP, given by GAPn, of an institution’s net worth to zero, satisfying
the condition:
dN/diA= 0,

(11)

where N is the present value of the net worth of the institution and iA is the
yield on the institutions’s assets.
A second GAP measure given by Bierwag [19871, known as GAPj, has been
designed to eliminate reinvestment risk associated with term structure shifts.
Bierwag shows that such reinvestment risk can be controlled by setting GAPj to
zero, satisfying the condition:
dI/diA = 0,

(12)

where I is the net interest income (i.e., the difference between the yield on
the assets and the yield on the liabilities) of the institution.
It is believed currently that an institution must choose to control
either for price risk, by setting GAPn = 0, or for reinvestment risk, by
setting GAPj = 0, over some planning horizon.

For example, Bierwag [1987]

illustrates that when GAPN equals zero, GAPj does not equal zero, and vice
versa.

However, the terminal value of net worth will be immunized from term

structure shifts only when price risk is completely offset by reinvestment
risk.

Therefore, each of these GAP approaches outlined above address one

component of interest rate risk while ignoring the other component.
Because the new duration function model is based on the derivative of the
terminal value function of the constituent securities in the portfolio, the
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model considers price risk and reinvestment risk simultaneously, and therefore
improves upon either GAP approach given above.
3.4.2.1 Example 3: Gap Estimation Under Multiple Term Structure Shifts
Consider the asset and liability structure of the financial institution
given in Example 2, and assume that the institution rebalances its portfolio
every month (i.e., assume a planning horizon of one-month).

Further, assume

that the institution chooses to control for price risk by setting GAPN = 0.
Panel A in Table 3.3 reports immunization performance using the duration
GAPn model, while Panel B reports immunization performance using the duration
function model.

The information reported in Table 3.3 is similar to that

reported in the Table 3.2 with the exception of monthly portfolio rebalancing
and equal term structure shifts.
The objective of the duration GAP model is to choose the asset
proportions so that GAPN equals zero.

The objective of the duration function

model is to choose asset proportions so that the immunization point equals the
one month planning horizon.

Performance comparison is defined through the

magnitude of the errors, or by the amount which actual net worth differs from
the net worth expected at the end of each month.

Term structures are assumed

to shift by 25 basis points, up or down, each month.
Comparing the two panels of Table 3.3, it is seen that the new duration
function model outperforms duration’s GAP management model by a wide margin.
The dollar magnitude of the errors using the duration function model is never
greater that $3 on estimated net worth of $100,000 or more.

Further, actual

net worth always exceeds estimated net worth value when using the duration
function model, while actual net worth is less than estimated net worth in
four of the six months when using the duration GAP model.
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The example

4

illustrates the importance of accounting for risks associated with the
reinvestment of the intermittent cash flows and demonstrates that the new
model, which incorporates both price risk and reinvestment rate risk, provides
superior immunization performance.
3.5 The Derivation of Immunization Theorem
Proof of Proposition 1: From (2), the j1*1 security’s duration function
can be stated:
DURj(t) = [d(Vj (t))/d(ij (t))]/Vj (t)

j = 1,2,...,N, t * 0,

(13)

where d(Vj (t)) is the change in the terminal value of the j1*1 security caused
by an additive shift in the term structure equal to d(ij(t)), and ij(t) is the
forward rate for term t for jth security held in the portfolio.

Let Vp(t) be

the terminal value of the bond portfolio which is equal to the sum of the
terminal values of the constituent securities in the portfolio, or by Vp(t) =
N

,Zi'Vj(t).

Taking the total differential of Vp(t) gives:
N

d(Vp(t)) =

l

[a(VJ(t))/a(ij(t))]-d(ij(t)).

(14)

j=l
Substituting a(Vj (t))/3(ij (t)) = DURj(t)-V_,(t) from (13) into (14) and
dividing by Vp(t) gives:
N

d(Vp(t))/Vp(t) = £ DURj(t)-Vj(t)-d(ij(t))/Vp(t).

(15)

J=i
From equation (8):
d(ij(t)) = (rj/rk)-d(ik(t)),

j =1,2.k,...,N, t * 0.

Substituting the value of d(ij(t)) for all j = l,2,...,k,...,N, in equation
(15) and further simplifying gives:
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(16)

DURp(t) =
[d(Vp(t))/d(ik(t))] / Vp(t) = ^

^ Vj(t)j,

or the duration function in value additive form.
Proof of Proposition 2:

(17)

Q.E.D.

Substituting V(t) and DUR(t) from equations (1)

and (2) for all of the bonds (i.e. j=l,2,...n) into (9) and simplifying gives:
DURp(t) = t - Dp,

(18)

where Dp is the duration of the portfolio, and tf1=3'2=...=3'k=...'drN since all
bonds are priced of the same term structure.

Equation (18) defines the linear

relationship between the duration function of a portfolio and the duration of
a portfolio when the bonds are priced off the same term structure.

Because

DURp(t) will equal zero at the point of time t=Dp, the generalized duration
point of this portfolio must be equal to its duration.
Proof of Proposition 3:

Q.E.D.

For simplicity assume that the shifts in the

different term structures are equal, i.e., that y1=y2=...=yk=...yN.

Let the

forward rates for term t of two bonds be different such that ix(t) * i2(t).
Suppose that the generalized duration point of the portfolio is equal to the
duration of the portfolio, regardless of the inequality of the forward rates
given above.

Given the property of value additivity and the assumption of

equal shifts in the different term structures, the duration function for this
two-bond portfolio, t ^ 0, can be expressed:

DURp(t) = Iv^tJ-DUR^t) + V2(t)-DUR2(t)j/|^V1(t)+V2(t)j.
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(19)

Substituting V(t) and DUR(t) from equations (1) and (2) into (19) and
simplifying gives:
(t -Dx) P1 •e(ii(t)'t) +

(t - D2) P2-e(i2(t),t)

DURp(t) =

(20)
Pl.e(li(t),t) + P2* e(i2 (t) *t}

Now let time t equal the duration of the portfolio, denoted Dp.

Substituting

the value of t = Dp and DURp(t = Dp) = 0 (since the generalized duration point
equals the duration of the portfolio by assumption) in (20) and simplifying
gives:
(D1-D2)e( l2(t)’Dp) = (D1-D2)e(ll(t)’Dp),

(21)

where the duration of the portfolio is given as Dp = [P1D1+P2D2]/[P1+P21.
Equation (A9) reduces to

ij(t) = i2(t), si contradiction. ^

Although the

proof is given for two bonds experiencing equal term structure shifts,
Proposition 3 can be generalized for n bonds as well as for portfolios
experiencing unequal term structure shifts.
Proof of Proposition 4:

Q.E.D.

The terminal value of a portfolio remains

immunized from additive term structure shifts at the point of time equal to
the generalized duration point of the portfolio.

Let P be a fixed income

portfolio of n bonds held in given proportions such that the planning horizon
of the portfolio (H) is equal to the generalized duration point (GDp) of the
portfolio, or by GDp = H.
We know from Proposition 3 that when all securities in a fixed income
portfolio are priced off the same term structure, the generalized duration
point of the portfolio is equal to the duration of the portfolio, given by GDp
= Dp.

Substituting gives Dp = H, demonstrating that the value of the
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portfolio remains immunized at the point of time equal to the duration of the
portfolio.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 5:

Let P be a fixed income portfolio of n

securities held in given proportions such that the generalized duration point
(GDp) of the portfolio is equal to zero.

Since the generalized duration point

of the portfolio is equal to the planning horizon of the portfolio (zero), the
value of the portfolio is immunized from an additive term structure shift at
the desired planning horizon, given by GDp = 0.

By definition, the

generalized duration point (GDp) of the portfolio is the point of time, t ^ 0,
at which the duration function of the portfolio is equal to zero.

Let DURp(t)

be the duration function of the bond portfolio such that DURp(t = GDp = 0) =
0.

From (9):
DURp(t) = ^ VJ(t)-DURj(t)-*jJ / [yk•

Vj(t)J

(22)

Substituting V(t) = PG+i)1, DUR(t=0) = -D/(l+i) from (5’),6 and DURp(t=0) =
0 from above and simplifying gives:
n

2

Pj

• [-Dj / (l+ij)]-*j

(23)

= 0.

j=i

For any fixed income portfolio, the above equality is sufficient for GAPN to
equal zero.
We can now analyze the above equality more specifically for a financial
institution.

Let the financial institution’s portfolio consist of an asset

and a liability.

For this institution, (23) can be given as:
PAI-DA/(l+iA)]yA + PL[-DL/(l+iL)]yB =
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0,

where PA and PL represent the proportions of assets and liabilities held, DA
and Dl represent the asset and liability durations, iA and iL represent the
asset and liability yields, and
vector.

and

are the elements of the shift

The ratio of the term structure shift of the assets to the term

structure shift of the liabilities is given by ^A :

Equation (24) can be

simplified to:
PA/pL = [—DL(l+iA) / -DA(l+iL)][yL/yA].

(25)

If A(iA) represents the dollar value of the assets, and L(iL) represents the
dollar value of the liabilities, then by definition:
pA/pL = -[A(iA/L(iL)l.

(26)

Substituting the value of pA/pL from (26) into (25) and rearranging gives:

DA-DL[(UiL)(l+iA))/(A(iA)(l+iL))][yL/3fA] = 0.
The left hand side of (27) is GAPN (see Bierwag [1987]).

(27)

When GAPN equals

zero, the present value of the net worth is immunized from interest rate risk.
Q.E.D.
3.6 Conclusions
This chapter proposes a new model for interest rate risk control and
demonstrates superior immunization performance vis-a-vis duration’s planning
horizon model and duration’s GAP management model.

The new model is

generalized to allow for the constituent securities in the portfolio to be
priced off more than one term structure.

The assumption of a single term

structure for the entire portfolio is implicit in all duration models
developed previously.

The analysis given in this chapter represents the first

attempt to look critically at this overlooked assumption, and presents a
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performance comparison in the generalized framework of multiple term
structures.
It was shown that when the constituent securities in the portfolio are
priced off more than one term structure, the terminal value of a portfolio is
not immunized at the point of time equal to the duration of the portfolio.
The new model, designed to incorporate multiple term structures, defines the
correct planning horizon.

Further, the model is designed to include single

and multiple, as well as equal and unequal additive term structure shifts.
Simulation methodology is proposed to show the immunization performance of the
new model to be superior to duration’s planning horizon model for a relatively
simplistic set of term structure shifts.
It was also demonstrated that the duration GAP management model considers
either price risk or reinvestment risk, but not both.

In comparison, the new

duration function model incorporates price risk and reinvestment risk
simultaneously, and therefore defines a new GAP estimate for financial
institutions.
An application of the new model is with respect to the use of financial
futures as a way of managing interest rate risk.

Because financial futures

are available on a limited number of underlying securities, institutions may
be forced to cross hedge.

Cross hedging, by definition, will force different

term structures between the cash security and the security underlying the
futures contract into the analysis, and thus should be considered in the
general framework of the new model.
The management of international bond portfolios represents another
potential application of the new model.

Portfolios containing both Eurodollar

bonds and U.S. Treasury bonds may represent a multiple term structure
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portfolio.

As demonstrated, applying duration’s planning horizon model to

this type of portfolio can result in significant errors at the desired
planning horizon.
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Table 3.1
A Comparison of the Duration Function Model With
Duration’s Planning Horizon Model
Case of a Single Term Structure Shift
Shown here are the estimated and actual percentage changes in the future value
of a two-bond portfolio resulting from an additive shift in the term
structures of both bonds. The bond portfolio consists of an asset represented
by a five year, ten percent coupon bond priced at par, and a liability
represented by a five year, six percent coupon bond priced at par.
The
respective proportions held in the constituent securities are 10 and -9
respectively, defining a portfolio net worth of ten percent.
Panel A: Duration’s Planning Horizon Model
Annual
Periods

Annual
Yield Change
(Basis Points)

Actual
Percentage
Change

0

+100
-100

-0.263%
0.179 %

1

+100
-100

-0.423%
0.405%

1.002

+100
-100

-0.423%
0.405%

2

+100
-100

-0.117%
0.122%

3

+100
-100

0.416%
-0.401%

4

+100
-100

1.078%
-1.051%

5

+100
-100

1.824%
-1.777%

Estimated
(Actual - Estimated)
% Change:
Percentage
Traditional Duration
Error

-0.223%
0.223%

-0.041%
-0.043%

0.000%
0.000%

-0.423%
0.405%

Continued on the next page
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Table 3.1 [Continued]
Panel B: The Duration Function Model
Annual
Periods

Annual
Yield Change
(Basis Points)

Actual
Percentage
Change

Estimated
% Change:
Duration Function

(Actual - Estimated)
Percentage
Error

0

+100
-100

-0.2637.
0.1797.

-0.223%
0.223%

-0.041%
-0.043%

1

+100
-100

-0.4237.
0.4057.

-0.415%
0.415%

-0.008%
-0.009%

2

+100
-100

-0.1177.
0.1227.

-0.119%
0.119%

0.002%
0.002%

2.258

+100
-100

0.0047.
0.0047.

0.000%
0.000%

0.004%
0.004%

3

+100
-100

0.4167.
-0.4017.

0.408%
-0.408%

0.007%
0.007%

4

+100
-100

1.0787.
-1.0517.

1.065%
-1.065%

0.014%
0.013%

5

+100
-100

1.8247.
-1.777%

1.800%
-1.800%

0.024%
0.024%

All values shown above are in annual units, but have been calculated in
semi-annual units.
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Table 3.2
A Comparison of the Duration Function Model With
Duration’s Planning Horizon Model
Case of Multiple Term Structure Shifts And A Changing Shift Vector
Panel A: Duration’s Planning Horizon Model
Bond Yield Duration
At t = 0
A1
A2
L

5.0%
5.0%
3.0%

Price

Initial
Portf olio

Coupon
Income

Transactions

Balance
Sheet

V =| 1, 1, 0.5 |
9.306
5.329
8.786

$100.00
$100.00
$100.00

7991.127
2008.872
-9000.000

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

$799,112.70
$200,887.30
- $900,000.00

Net Worth = $100,000.00
At t = 1
A1
A2
L

5.5%
5.5%
3.25%

V =| 1, 1, 0.6 |
8.667
4.540
8.008

$ 95.95
$ 97.86
$ 98.08

7991.127
2008.872
-9000.000

$39,955.63
$10,044.36
-$27,000.00

96.085
416.700
-275.297

$775,998.10
$237,378.40
- $909,683.70

Net Worth = $103,692.80
At t = 2
A1
A2
L

6.0%
6.0%
3.55%

V =| 1, 1> 0.7 |
8.023
3.718
7.212

$ 92.64
$ 96.53
$ 96.23

8087.212
2425.572
-9275.296

$40,436.06
$12,127.86
-$27,825.89

59.706
487.210
-289.169

$754,729.70
$281,185.20
- $920,361.70

Net Worth = $115,553.20
At t = 3
A1
A2
L

5.5%
5.5%
3.2%

V =| 1, 1, 0.8
7.431
2.858
6.413

$ 96.52
$ 98.65
$ 98.76

8146.917
2912.783
-9564.465

$40,734.58
$14,563.91
-$28,693.39

-259.310
814.266
-290.527

$761,342.60
$367,677.20
- $973,311.40

Net Worth = $155,708.40
At t = 4
A1
A2
L

6.0%
6.0%
3.6%

V =| 1, 1, 0.9
6.740
1.952
5.572

$ 93.79
$ 98.17
$ 96.81

7887.607
3727.048
-9854.992

$39,438.03
$18,635.24
-$29,564.97

59.501
534.731
-305.381

$745,360.90
$418,364.40
- $983,659.70

Net Worth = $180,065.60
At t = 5
A1
A2
L

6.5%
6.5%
4.05%

V =| 1, i, 1|
6.029
1.000
4.709

7947.108
$ 91.77
4261.779
$ 98.59
$ 95.33 -10160.370

$39,735.54
$21,308.89
-$30,481.12

82.886
542.011
-319.736

$736,938.40
$473,613.10
- $999,091.30

Net Worth = $211,460.20
At t = 6 = Planning Horizon
A1
A2
L

6.0%

6.0%
3.55%

5.310
0.000
3.827

$40,149.97
$24,018.95
-$31,440.32

8029.994
$ 95.08
4803.790
$100.00
$ 97.98 -10480.100

.
-

$803,662.50
$504,397.70
■$1,058,303.50

Net Worth = $249,756.70
Estimated Net Worth = $265,448.50
Error = -15,691.80
Continued on the next page
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Table 3.2 [Continued]
Panel B: The Duration Function Model
Duration
Bond Yield Function
At t = 0
A1
A2
L

5.0%
5.0%
3.0%

Price

Initial
Portf olio

Coupon
Income

Transactions

Balance
Sheet

v =1 1, 1, 0.51
-3.149
0.639
-2.705

$100.00
$100.00
$100.00

4549.557
5450.442
-9000.000

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

$454,955.70
$545,044.30
- $900,000.00

Net Worth = $100,000.00
At t = 1
A1
A2
L

V =l 1, 1, 0.6 |

5.5% -3.476
5.5%
0.436
3.25% -2.914

$ 95.95
$ 97.86
$ 98.08

4549.557
$22,747.78
5450.442
$27,252.21
-9000.000 -$27,000.00

438.391
81.079
-275.297

$478,612.20
$541,341.50
- $909,683.70

Net Worth = 110,270.00
At t = 2
A1
A2
L

V =l 1, 1, 0.7

6.0% -3.795
6.0%
0.266
3.55% -3.102

$ 92.64
$ 96.53
$ 96.23

$24,939.74
$27,657.60
-$27,825.89

4987.948
5531.521
-9275.296

592.296
-23.545
-289.169

$516,953.40
$531,711.80
- $920,361.70

Net Worth = $128,303.50
At t = 3
A1
A2
L

5.5%
5.5%
3.2%

V =1 1, 1, 0.8
-4.200
0.134
-3.307

$ 96.52
$ 98.65
$ 98.76

$27,901.22
$27,539.87
-$28,693.39

5580.224
5507.975
-9564.465

545.352
28.399
-290.527

$591,266.40
$546,169.20
- $973,311.40

Net Worth = $164,124.20
At t = 4
A1
A2
L

6.0%
6.0%
3.6%

V =l 1, 1, 0.9 |
-4.472
0.045
-3.447

$ 93.79
$ 98.17
$ 96.81

$30,627.98
$27,681.87
-$29,564.97

6125.596
5536.375
-9854.992

881.195
-247.921
-305.381

$657,168.40
$519,149.50
- $983,659.70

Net Worth = $192,658.20
At t = 5
A1
A2
L

V =1 1, 1, 1|

6.5% -4.722
0.000
6.5%
4.05% -3.565

$35,033.95 1023.202
$26,442.26 -328.895
-$30,481.12 -319.736

7006.791
$ 91.77
5288.453
$ 98.59
$ 95.33 -10160.370

$736,938.40
$488,970.50
- $999,091.40

Net Worth = $226,817.50
At t = 6 = Planning Horizon
A1
A2
L

6.0% -5.009
6.0%
0.000
3.55% -3.695

$40,149.97
$24,797.78
-$31,440.32

8029.994
$ 95.08
4959.557
$100.00
$ 97.98 -10480.100

-

-

-

$803,662.50
$520,753.50
■$1,058,303.50

Net Worth = $266,112.50
Estimated Net worth = $265,448.50
Error =
664.00
All values are given in semi-annual units.
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Table 3.3
A Comparison of the Duration Function Model With Duration GAP Model
Panel A: Duration’s GAP Management Model
Bond
At t
A1
A2
L

Yield Duration Price
= 0
5.0%
9.306 $100,000
5.329 $100,000
5.0%
8.786 $100,000
3.0%

At t = 1 Month
5.25% 9.106
A1
5.25% 5.158
A2
3.25% 8.604
L

At t = 2 months
5.50% 8.904
A1
A2
5.50% 4.986
3.50% 8.421
L

At t = 3 Months
5.25% 8.772
A1
5.25% 4.825
A2
3.25% 8.271
L

At t = 4 Months
5.50% 8.571
A1
5.50% 4.653
A2
3.50% 8.088
L

At t = 5 Months
5.75% 8.370
A1
5.75% 4.481
A2
3.75% 7.906
L

$98,653
$99,587
$98,418

Initial
Portf olio

Coupon
Income

Balance
Sheet

Transactions

6868.513
3131.487
-9000.000

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

0.00
0.00
—
0.00
Net Worthi =

$686,851.30
$313,148.70
$900,000.00
$100,000.00

6868.513
3131.487
-9000.000

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

- 25.321
25.084
0.000

$675,100.30
$314,352.80
$885,758.50

—

Actual Net Worth =
Estimated Net Worth =
Error
$97,414
$99,258
$96,947

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

6843.192
3156.570
-9000.000

- 21.695
21.292
0.000

—

Actual Net Worth =
Estimated Net Worth =
Error =
$100,003
$101,300
$99,472

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

6821.497
3177.861
-9000.000

- 26.224
25.978
0.000

—

Actual Net Worth =
Estimated Net Worth =
Error =
$99,168
$101,045
$98,065

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

6795.273
3203.840
-9000.000

- 14.840
14.565
0.000

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

6780.432
3218.404
-9000.000

- 10.800
10.502
0.000

—

Actual Net Worth =
Estimated Net Worth rr
Error =
At t = 6 Months
5.50% 9.106
A1
5.50% 5.158
A2
3.50% 8.604
L

$95,954
$97,865
$96,196

6769.632
3228.907
-9000.000

$33,848.16
$16,144.54
-$27,000.00

36.640
546.758
-280.676

$664,508.30
$315,428.10
$872,523.40
$107,413.00
$107,434.60
$
-21.60
$681,905.00
$324,548.80
$895,252.10
$111,201.70
$111,179.50
$
22.17

$672,401.90
$325,204.80
— $882,586.40

Actual Net Worth =
Estimated Net Worth =
Error =
$98,090
$100,874
$96,764

$103,694.60
$103,720.00
$
-25.50

-

—

$115,020.30
$115,036.60
$
-16.30
$664,034.60
$325,715.30
$870,875.00
$118,874.90
$118,887.30
$
-12.40
$646,055.70
$369,504.90
$892,765.50

Actual Net Worth = $122,795.30
Estimated Net Worth = $122,780.60
14.68
Error = $
Continued on the next page

•
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Table 3.3 [Continued]
Panel B: The Duration Function Model
Duration
Bond Yield Function
At t = 0
5.07.
A1
5.07.
A2
3.07.
L

Price

Initial
Portf olio

Coupon
Income

Balance
Sheet

Transactions

-8.704
-4.917
-8.368

$100,000
$100,000
$100,000

6839.465
3160.535
-9000.000

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

At t = 1 Month
5.257. -8.493
A1
5.257. -4.742
A2
3.257. -8.172
L

0.00
0.00
—
0.00
Net worth =

$683,946.50
$316,053.50
$900,000.00
$100,000.00

$98,653
$99,587
$98,418

6839.465
3160.535
-9000.000

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

- 22.034
21.827
0.000

$672,558.90
$316,921.30
$885,758.50

At t = 2 Months
5.507. -8.282
A1
5.507. -4.568
A2
3.507. -7.975
L

At t = 3 Months
5.25% -8.176
A1
5.257. -4.426
A2
3.25% -7.849
L

Actual Net Worth
Estimated Net Worth
Error
$97,414
$99,258
$96,947

6817.430
3182.362
-9000.000

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

- 18.290
17.951
0.000

—
=
=
=

—

Actual Net Worth =r
Estimated Net Worth =
Error =
$100,003
$101,300
$99,472

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

6799.140
3200.313
-9000.000

- 24.338
24.110
0.000

Actual Net Worth
Estimated Net Worth
Error

—

=
=

$103,721.70
$103,720.00
$
1.70
$662,330.40
$317,656.50
$872,523.40
$107,463.50
$107,461.90
$
1.60
$679,850.70
$326,633.90
$895,252.10
$111,232.40
$111,230.50
$
1.90

At t = 4 Months
5.50% -7.966
A1
A2
5.50% -4.253
3.50% -7.654
L

$99,168
$101,045
$98,065

6774.802
3224.423
-9000.000

At t = 5 Months
5.75% -7.757
A1
5.75% -4.080
A2
L
3.75% -7.460

$670,719.50
- 11 334
$0.00
$326,936.90
11.124
$0.00
0.000 — $882,586.40
$0.00
Actual Net Worth — $115,070.00
Estimated Net Worth = $115,067.60
2740
Error = $

$98,090
$100,874
$96,764

6763.467
3235.546
-9000.000

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

At t = 6 Months
5.50% -8.473
A1
5.50% -4.731
A2
3.50% -8.152
L

-

7.186
6.988
0.000

—

Actual Net Worth =
Estimated Net Worth =
Error =
$95,954
$97,865
$96,196

6756.281
3242.534
-9000.000

$33,781.41 - 36.770
546.900
$16,212.67
-$27,000.00 -280.676
Actual Net Worth
Estimated Net Worth
Error
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—
=
=
=

$662,725.00
$327,090.00
$870,875.00
$118,940.00
$118,937.50
$
2.50
$644,762.20
$370,852.50
$892,765.50
$122,849.20
$122,846.30
$
2.90

END NOTES

The analysis done in this paper uses the term structure of instantaneous
forward rates instead of the term structure of spot rates. Throughout this
paper, the term, "term structure" implies the term structure of instantaneous
forward rates.
2

Since the shift in the forward rate term structure is parallel, d(Ai)/ds in
the second term and the higher order derivatives of Ai which appear in the
third and other higher order terms of the Taylor series expansion are zero.
Because the shift is infinitesimal, (Ai)2 in the second term and the higher
powers of Ai which appaear in the higher order terms of the Taylor series
expansion are also zero.
3

The duration function model performs above expectations for additive shifts
in the different term structures in the portfolio due to positive convexity.

4

This example assumes equal term structure shifts. Unlike the planning
horizon approach, the duration gap management approach allows for unequal
shifts in the term structures of the assets and the liabilities. Therefore,
it is not necessary to compare this model with the duration function model for
unequal shifts.
^We do not arrive at a contradiction when DX=D2 and when Dp = 0. In these two
cases, the generalized duration point of the portfolio will equal the duration
of the portfolio.
£
Because Bierwag uses discrete compounding and flat term structures to derive
the measure GAPN, I follow a similar approach in order to compare our model to
the GAPn model.
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CHAPTER 4
RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH BOND CONVEXITY

4.1 Introduction
Previous research (see, for example, Fabozzi and Fabozzi [1989], and
Yawitz [1986]) argues that convexity is a desirable characteristic in bonds
and have suggested that convexity is priced.

The desirability of convexity is

demonstrated when all interest rates shift by the same amount (i.e., a
parallel term structure shift).

The greater the convexity of a bond, the

greater its return, ceteris paribus.
The main purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that important
negative aspects of convexity are revealed when changes other than parallel
shifts in the term structure are considered.

By allowing for more realistic

term structure shifts, it is demonstrated that:
1) higher convexity bonds produce very slightly higher returns for parallel
term structure shifts.

This implies that for two bonds of equal durations,

the bond with higher convexity will perform slightly better as compared with
the bond of lower convexity if all interest rates shift by equal amounts.
2) higher convexity bonds produce significantly lower returns when short term
rates fall more or rise less than long term rates.

These positive slope

shifts can be described by initially upward sloping term structures becoming
more upward sloping, initially flat term structures becoming upward sloping,
or by initially downward sloping term structures flattening out.
3) higher convexity bonds produce significantly higher returns when short term
rates fall less or rise more than long term rates.

These negative slope

shifts can be described by initially upward sloping term structures flattening
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cut, by initially fiat term structures becoming downward sloping, or h\
\

initially downward sloping term structures becoming more downward sloping
This chapter analyzes the properties of bond convexity under general
equilibrium conditions which make no restrictive assumptions about the
stochastic processes governing the term structure.

It is shown that the

effects of the non-parallel shifts on convexity differentials dominate the
effects of the parallel shifts.

It is assumed that the term structure is a

continuously differentiable function of time.

Taking the Taylor series

expansion of the term structure around time t = 0 gives:
r(t) = r(0) + t*[dr/dt]t=0 + (l/2)t2* [d2r/dt2]t=;0 +...+,

(1)

where:
r(t) = continuously compounded spot yield between time 0 and t.
The above equation can be rewritten as:
r(t) = a + £t + TfX2 + 5t3 + ... +.

(D

Chambers, Carleton and Waldman [1984] demonstrate that equation (T)
provides an extremely good fit to the bond data in the volatile interest rate
period of 1976 to 1980.

The terms a, fB,

r»

etc. in equation

(D

are

independent of the term t and measure the height, slope and curvature of the
term structure at t = 0.

The coefficients attached to higher orders of t have

no easy interpretations but are useful in the accurate specification of the
shape of the term structure.

Chambers et. al. [1988] show that increasing the

length of the polynomial beyond the fourth order does not improve the fit of
equation (1) significantly except at the far end of time to maturity.
The next section analyses the properties of bond convexity assuming bonds
are priced according to equation

(D.
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4.2 Properties of Bond Convexity
4.2.1 The Traditional Convexity Model
Assuming continuous compounding (with discrete cash flows) the price of
any coupon bond can be expressed using equation (D:
N

P = ZCt*exp[-(a + /3t + yt2 + ... +)*t].
t=i

(2)

The traditional definition of convexity is obtained by assuming that the
term structure experiences additive shifts.

A simple characterization of

additive shifts is given by assuming that the height coefficient a experiences
a non-infinitesimal, instantaneous change, and all other coefficients (i.e. (3,
V etc.) in equation (D remain constant.

The total instantaneous change in

bond price due to this additive shift can be given by the Taylor series
expansion of the bond price change with respect to a.

,A

dP A
1 S2P
1 d3P
,3
AP = ■=— Act + ^ ——2" (Aa)2 + ^.0—3- (Aa)J + ... +.
da
2 dad
315a-3

fr>)
(3)

Dividing both sides of equation (3) by the bond’s price and rewriting the
right hand side terms as higher order duration measures we get:
AP/P = -D(l) • Act + (1/2) • D(2) • (Aa)2

(4)

Third and other higher order terms do not appear in equation (4) because
they become quite insignificant for small values of Aa.
been traditionally defined as the convexity of the bond.

The term D(2) has
Convexity captures

most of the change in the bond price not captured by duration.

Because (Aa)2

is always positive, convexity is always beneficial for additive shifts in the
term structure.
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A result similar to that given in equation (4) also holds when
considering percentage changes in the reinvested terminal value of a bond at a
given planning horizon H.

The terminal value of the bond under the

expectations hypothesis of the term structure assuming no change in the term
structure is given as:
N

1(H) =

Z Ct-exp[a*(H-t) + 0-(H2-t2) + *-(H3-t3) + ...+].

(5)

Following steps similar to equations (3) and (4) for the Taylor series
expansion we get the change in the terminal value of the bond caused by a
change in a at planning horizon H given as:
A(I(H))/1(H) = (H - D(l)) • Act

+

(1/2) • (D(2) - 2HD(1) + H2)-(Aoc)2.

(6)

Under additive term structure shifts a bond’s reinvested value is
immunized when the duration of the bond equals its planning horizon.
Therefore the above equation can be simplified to:
A(I(H))/I(H) =

(1/2)• (D(2) - H2)• (Aa)2.

In the above equation, the expression D(2)- H2 is higher whenever D(2)
(or the convexity) of a bond is higher.

Since a higher value of the

expression D(2) - H2 implies higher return to the terminal value in equation
(7), a higher convexity bond should always be preferred for additive term
structure shifts.

Therefore, for additive shifts, maximizing convexity is

always the appropriate immunization objective.
the length of the planning horizon H.

This result is independent of

This implies that convexity is horizon

independent (unlike duration which must be set equal to the horizon) and
should be simply maximized in an immunization strategy.
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(7)

4.2.2 The New Convexity Model
Important negative aspects of convexity are revealed when the stochastic
process underlying the term structure is not additive.

By allowing 3> y and

other coefficients in equation (D to change simultaneously with the
coefficient a, the more general non-additive term structure shifts can be
introduced.

Further, if all coefficients in equation (D change randomly,

then term structure movements are not restricted to any specific stochastic
process.
Consider a simple case of a simultaneous change in both a and 3 in
equation (1).

The changes in j and other coefficients are not considered here

because convexity, which has been traditionally defined as D(2), is not
related to these coefficients in the Taylor series expansion of bond price
about these coefficients.
Allowing both the height coefficient a and the slope coefficient 3 to
change implies a non-infinitesimal and non-parallel term structure shift.

For

this kind of shift, the change in the bond’s terminal value at the planning
horizon H can be approximated by taking the first and second order terms of
the Taylor series expansion of the price change with respect to both height
and slope coefficients a and 3:*

A( 1(H)) =

a( i (H))
5( I (H))
Aa +
A3
da
53
1 a2(I (H))
(A3)2
2 ~~W

1 a2(i(H))
(Aa)2
da2
+ 2

a(I(H))
(5a)(53)

(8)

(Aa) • (A3)-

The magnitudes of the last two terms are extremely small compared to the
magnitude of the first three terms, and therefore can be ignored.

For

example, realistic shifts in a and 3 can be bounded by: -.02 < Aa < .02, and
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-.004 < A/3 < .004.

Any shift outside of these boundaries would be rare.

Ignoring the last two terms of the right hand side of equation (8) and
dividing the equation by 1(H) expresses this equation in terms of duration and
convexity:
A(I(H))/I(H) = (H - D(l))-Act

+ (1/2) - (D(2) - 2HDU) + H2)-Act2

(9)

+ (H2 - D(2))^.
Since the immunization objective requires D(l) be equal to the planning
horizon H, the above equation can be simplified to:
A(I(H))/I(H) =

(D(2) - H2) • (1/2 (Aa)2 - A0).

(10)

The above equation redefines the meaning of convexity which is
significantly different from its traditional usage.

Traditionally, convexity

has been associated with the bond value change caused by a non-infinitesimal
shift in the height of the term structure.

Though equation (10) is consistent

with this view, it introduces an additional link between convexity and bond
value change caused by a slope shift (A/3) in the term structure.

Therefore,

whenever a simultaneous shift in the height and the slope of the term
structure occurs, the effect of D(2), or convexity on the terminal value of
the bond at planning horizon H becomes uncertain.

This can be compared with

equation (7) where maximizing D(2) always lead to an increase in the terminal
value of the bond.
Consider the comparison of two bonds with equal durations but different
convexities.

If the charge in the slope of the term structure (i.e., A£) is

less than or equal to zero, then the higher convexity bond (given equal
durations) will perform better because the term (1/2 Aa2 - A/3) in equation
(10) will be positive.

Alternatively, if A/3 is positive and larger than (1/2)
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—1sr. the zgrer cccvexhy bcrc will perform worse since the term U
— ^*£

A a •'

will be K^atns.
Iz rea_.sz-e izterer: rate scenarios, the magnitude of Af> can often be

zo?::e: tz re larger thar. the magnitude of 1/2 Aam

For example, even for

arge ze.gzt shifts rf SI basis prints, 1 2 Aar would be 0.0000125.

The

— =gtrt_tr rf hf is rest illustrated by the amount by which rates separated by
roe year experience different shifts.

For example, if an n year bond yield

sr ifts 5 basis prints rrrre rr iess than an n+1 year bond year, then the
absolute v=f_e of L3 will be .0005, which is 40 times the effect of the shift
in l/2Aaf.

Therefore, whenever the slope shift is positive there is high

hxelihrod that the high convexity bond will underperform the low convexity
bcod.
4,3 A Numerical Example
In order to demonstrate the potential advantages and disadvantages to
convexity, this section presents a numerical example.

The effects of

convexity are illustrated through simulated term structure shifts and through
a comparison of two bonds with equal durations but different convexities.

The

first bond is a five year, ten percent coupon bond, and the second bond is a
zero coupon bond whose maturity is set equal to the duration of the first
bond.

Both bonds are initially priced off a flat term structure with a

continuously compounded annual yield to maturity of ten percent such that the
term structure parameters are given by a = .10 and f3 = 0.
The duration of the coupon bond is determined to be 4.16 years which
defines the maturity and therefore the duration of the zero coupon bond.

The

convexity (or D(2)) of the coupon bond is 19.21 and the convexity of the zero
coupon bond is 17.31.
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As discussed above, it has been argued (see, for example, Yawitz [1986])
that investors should prefer the coupon bond as it offers higher convexity.
This argument is consistent with the traditional convexity model given by
equation (7) which shows that for parallel term structure shifts, the higher
convexity bond experiences higher gains and lower losses as compared with the
lower convexity bond.
The new convexity model given by equation (10) questions the desirability
of high convexity.

The advantages and disadvantages of convexity are analyzed

in detail through three cases.

The first case examines gains through

convexity by allowing only for parallel term structure shifts.

The second and

the third case demonstrate convexity’s high risk exposure due to non-parallel
term structure shifts.

All three cases assume that the planning horizon H

equals zero.
4.3.1 Parallel Term Structure Shifts - (A/3 = 0)
This case considers both upward and downward parallel term structure
shifts.

For the upward shift, a changes from .10 to .12 while £ remains at 0.

This upward parallel shift of 200 basis points reduces the value of a $100
investment in both bonds, with the coupon bond losing $7,950 and the zero
losing $7,985.

The loss in the coupon bond, with higher convexity, is 3.5

cents per $100.00 less than that of the zero with lower convexity.
For the downward shift, a shifts from .10 to .08 while /3 remains at 0.
This downward parallel shift of 200 basis points increases the value of a $100
investment in both bonds, with the coupon bond gaining $8,719 and the zero
gaining $8,678.

The gain in the coupon bond, with higher convexity, is 4.1

cents per $100.00 more than the zero coupon bond.
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This example shows clearly the desirability of higher positive convexity
for equal duration bonds when the term structure experiences parallel shifts.
Though this is consistent with the traditional convexity model given by
equation (7), the relative difference between the value changes of the two
bonds are small (around 4 to 5 cents on $100 investment).
4.3.2 Non-Parallel Term Structure Shift - (A/3 > 0)
This case considers non-parallel shifts with increasing slope where
short term rates rise less or fall more than long term rates.

For upward

non-parallel slope shifts, a changes from .10 to .115 and /3 changes from 0 to
.0020 such that the five year yield has gone up 250 basis points and the
instantaneous short term yield has gone up 150 basis points.

This particular

non-parallel shift reduces the value of a $100 investment in both bonds, with
the coupon bond losing $9,523, and the zero losing $9,248.

The loss in the

coupon bond, with higher convexity, is about 27.5 cents per $100.00 more than
the loss in the zero with lower convexity.
For downward non-parallel slope shifts, a shifts from .10 to .075 and /3
shifts from 0 to .0020 such that the five year yield has gone down 150 basis
points and the instantaneous short term yield has gone down 250 basis points.
This particular non-parallel shift increases the value of a $100 investment in
both bonds, with the coupon bond increasing by $6,796, and the zero increasing
by $7,186.

The gain in the coupon bond, with higher convexity, is about 39.0

cents per $100.00 less than the zero with lower convexity.
Therefore, for non-parallel term structure shifts with A/3 > 0, the bond
with higher convexity significantly underperforms the bond with lower
convexity, which is consistent with the new convexity model given by equation
(10).
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4.3.3 Non-Parallel Term Structure Shift (A/3 < 0)
This case considers non-parallel term structure shifts with decreasing
slope.

For upward non-parallel shifts, a shifts from .10 to .125 and /3 shifts

from 0 to -.0020 such that the five year yield has gone up 150 basis points
and the instantaneous short term rate has gone up 250 basis points.

This

particular non-parallel shift reduces the value of a $100 investment in both
bonds, with the coupon bond losing $6,337 and the zero losing $6,704.

The

loss in the coupon bond, with higher convexity, is about 36.7 cents less per
$100.00 than the loss in the zero with lower convexity.
For downward non-parallel shifts, a shifts from .10 to .085 and /3 shifts
from 0 to -.0020 such that the five year yield has gone down 250 basis points
and the instantaneous short term rate has gone down 150 basis points.

This

particular non-parallel shift increases the value of a $100 investment in both
bonds, with the coupon bond gaining $10,690 and the zero gaining $10,191.

The

gain in the coupon bond, with higher convexity, is about 49.9 cents more per
$100.00 than the gain in the zero with lower convexity.
Therefore, for non-parallel term structure shifts with A/3 < 0, the bond
with higher convexity outperforms significantly the bond with lower convexity,
which is consistent with the new convexity model (i.e equation (10))
4.4. Empirical Tests - Actual Term Structure Shifts

4.4.1

The Data
Shiller and McCulloch [1987] provide term structure estimates using a

broad spectrum of government bond prices.

This data can be considered free of

any impact of default risk, call provisions, taxes and other special
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characteristics.

Also, as this data is estimated using the spline technique,

.

it is free of any smoothing effects present in the Durand [1942] data.

2

At every month end from 1947 to 1987, Shiller and McCulloch provide
continuously compounded annual zero coupon yields for various maturities up to
25 years.

The immunization tests performed here use term structure data from

January 31, 1978 to July 31, 1983.

The term structure in this period

displayed high volatility and diverse shapes, which should provide interesting
tests for the desirability of convexity.

The purpose of these tests is to

examine the relationship between bond convexity and bond return performance
over periods of different height and slope shifts in the term structure.
Eight non overlapping semi-annual sample periods are chosen over this
observation period - four described by positive slope shifts in the term
structure, and four described by negative slope shifts in the term structure.
Positive slope shifts are described by downward height shifts of greater
magnitude at the short end compared to the long end, and negative slope shifts
are described by upward height shifts of greater magnitude at the short end
compared to the long end.

Term structures on these eight dates, as well as

yield changes from the previous six-month period, are provided in Table 4.1.
From the eight cases examined, term structure heights range from 8.527. to
14.547. at the shortest end (six months) and from 8.677. to 13.907. at the
longest end (five years) of the term structure.

Term structure shifts range

from 561 basis points to 164 basis points at the near end and from 255 basis
points to 38 basis points at the far end.
4.4.2 The Convexity Tests
For each of the eight sample periods, twenty bonds prices are simulated
with maturities of 1,2,3,4, and 5 years, and coupons of 4, 7, 10 and 13
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percent annually for each maturity.

Bond price simulations are performed

using the term structure data given in Table 4.1.
A six month planning horizon is defined for each of the eight sample
periods.

At the beginning of each sample period six bond portfolios are

constructed with six levels of convexity ranging from 0 to 25 years squared.
The duration of all six portfolios in every sample period is set equal to the
length of the planning horizon (.5 years).

At the end of each sample period

(six months long) the six portfolios are liquidated.

The actual return over

the sample period for any of the six portfolios is defined as the terminal
value of the liquidated portfolio (corresponding to the given convexity
exposure) minus the initial value of the portfolio divided by the initial
value of the portfolio.

The actual return for a given immunization strategy

is compared with the target return, or the return on a zero coupon bond with
initial investment of $1 and maturity equal to six months at the beginning of
the sample period.

The target return is computed as:
Target return

= exp(Y/2) - 1,

(11)

where Y is the continuously compounded annual zero coupon yield for six month
term, at the beginning of the sample period.

The deviations of the actual

return on a portfolio from the target return is defined as the error in
immunization performance.

The immunization tests are repeated for eight

different sample periods.
4.4.3. The Results
The results of the immunization tests are given in Table 4.2.
gives the level of convexity exposure of a bond portfolio.

Column 1

Columns 2 through

5 give the deviations of actual returns from target return for the six bond
portfolios with different levels of convexity exposure.
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Panel A gives these

results for sample periods that experienced positive slope shifts and Panel B
gives these results for sample periods that experienced negative slope shifts.
From Panel A it can be seen that increasing the level of convexity
exposure from 0 to 25 leads to lower returns.

This is consistent with the

results found in the previous section which demonstrated that higher convexity
portfolios underperformed the lower convexity portfolios for positive slope
shifts in the term structure.

Similarly, from Panel B, it can be seen that

increasing convexity leads to higher returns for negative slope shifts in the
term structure.

These results are consistent with the theoretical insights of

the new convexity model developed in section 4.2 (equation (10)), and confirm
the results from the numerical example given in section 4.3.
The net effect of convexity on mean returns should be approximately zero
since in the long run positive and negative slope changes must occur in equal
numbers.

Otherwise, the term structure would not be stable.

However, high

convexity must be recognized as being associated with high risk with respect
to slope shifts.

This is illustrated through column 6 of table 4.2, which

gives the mean of the absolute errors (from target return) on bond portfolios
with different levels of convexity exposure.

Both Panel A and Panel B show

that mean absolute error increases as the convexity level is increased.

Thus,

higher convexity is associated with higher risk.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the advantages and disadvantages of convexity under
realistic term structure shifts are examined.

The analysis questions the

widely held belief that given equal durations, the higher convexity bond will
always outperform the lower convexity bond.

It was shown that this property

was derived under the highly restrictive assumption that the short term rate
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and the long term rate shift by equal amounts (i.e., parallel shifts).

For a

non-trivial positive change in the slope of the term structure (in which long
term rates rise more or fall less than short term rates), the higher convexity
bond significantly underperforms the lower convexity bond.

In fact, the

effects of slope shifts on convexity differentials are shown to dominate the
effects of parallel shifts by such a significant degree that it appears
inappropriate that previous research has emphasized the parallel shift
eff ects.
High convexity should generally be viewed as an unfavorable attribute
when short term rates fall more or rise less than long term rates and
favorable under the opposite scenarios.

The net effect of convexity on mean

returns should be approximately zero since in the long run positive and
negative slope changes must occur in equal numbers.
structure would not be stable.

Otherwise, the term

However, high convexity must be recognized as

being associated with high risk with respect to slope shifts.
In summary, it was demonstrated that the gains from higher convexity
expected for parallel term structure shifts are quite small compared with the
risk exposure of these bonds due to more realistic non-parallel term structure
shifts.

High convexity tends to increase both mean returns (when parallel

shifts occur) and risk (when slope shifts occur).

The numerical example and

the empirical tests based on bond prices simulated from the Shiller and
McCulloch term structure data indicate that the interaction of convexity with
slope shifts is much more significant than the interaction with parallel
shifts.

However, the net result of convexity and its market price (if any)

are ambiguous.
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Table 4.1
Term Structures and Shift Data

Panel A: Positive Slope Shifts3
July 1980

6
1
2
3
4
5

Mo
Yr
Yr
Yr
Yr
Yr

Jan. 1982

July 1982

Jan. 1983

Yield

Change

Yield

Change

Yield

Change

Yield

Change

8.93
9.14
9.65
9.77
9.95
10.11

-3.50
-2.59
-1.66
-1.13
-0.79
-0.61

13.41
13.81
13.85
13.91
13.94
13.90

-2.39
-2.11
-1.48
-1.13
-0.96
-0.76

11.77
12.65
12.93
13.31
13.34
13.35

-1.64
-1.16
-0.92
-0.60
-0.60
-0.55

8.52
8.96
9.60
10.09
10.32
10.55

-3.25
-3.69
-3.33
-3.22
-3.02
-2.80

Panel B: Negative Slope Shifts3
Jan. 1979
Yield
6
1
2
3
4
5

Mo
Yr
Yr
Yr
Yr
Yr

9.73
9.80
9.34
8.87
8.68
8.67

Jan. 1980

Jan. 1981

July 1983

Change

Yield

Change

Yield

Change

Yield

Change

2.11
1.60
1.08
0.58
0.40
0.38

12.43
11.73
11.31
10.90
10.74
10.72

2.80
2.25
2.29
2.08
2.00
1.98

14.54
13.65
12.80
12.49
12.40
12.36

5.61
4.51
3.51
2.72
2.45
2.55

9.81
10.35
10.98
11.16
11.35
11.53

1.29
1.39
1.38
1.07
1.03
0.98

3Shown are zero-coupon yields on an annual percentage, continuously compounded
basis, and the change in that yield from the prior six-month period.
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Table 4.2
Performance Evaluation - Actual Term Structure Shifts

Panel A: Positive Term Structure Shifts
Percentage Errors From Target Returns
Convexity
Exposure
0
+ 5
+10
+15
+20
+25

July 1980

Jan. 1982

July 1982

Jan. 1983

Mean Absolute
Error

0.289
-0.512
-1.356
-2.200
-3.044
-3.888

0.722
0.073
-0.609
-1.292
-1.974
-2.656

0.864
0.465
0.045
-0.375
-0.795
-1.215

0.322
-1.016
-2.425
-3.834
-5.243
-6.652

0.549
0.517
1.109
1.925
2.764
3.603

Panel B: Negative Term Structure Shifts
Percentage Errors From Target Returns
Convexity
Exposure
0
+ 5
+10
+15
+20
+25

Jan. 1979

Jan. 1980

Jan. 1981

July 1983

-0.116
0.771
1.704
2.637
3.570
4.503

-0.354
0.329
1.048
1.768
2.487
3.207

-1.525
-0.865
-0.170
0.525
1.220
1.916

0.240
0.548
0.872
1.197
1.521
1.845
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Mean Absolute
Error
0.559
0.628
0.949
1.782
2.200
2.868

END NOTES

It has been implicitly assumed here that the changes in a and 0 are
independent of each other.
2

A criticism of the seminal work of Fisher and Weil [1971] on immunization is
that their study used Durand data to simulate bond prices.
For example,
Ingersoll [1983] in another study points out that Fisher and Wfeil’s results
could be due to the smoothing effects present in the durand data.
The
criticisms of Ingersoll [1983] do not apply to term structure data used in
this paper as smoothing effects are absent in Shiller and McCulloch’s data.
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CHAPTER 5
THE M-VECTOR: A STOCHASTIC PROCESS INDEPENDENT IMMUNIZATION MODEL

5.1 Introduction
Immunization research has traditionally centered around numerous duration
models that are based on an a priori specification of the stochastic process
governing the term structure movements.

For example, single factor duration

models derived by Macaulay [1938], Redington [1952], Fisher and Weil [1971],
and Bierwag, Kaufman and Toevs [1983] are based on an assumed type of term
structure shift (i.e. additive, multiplicative, etc.).

These models are

inconsistent with equilibrium conditions as they allow risk-free arbitrage
opportunities.

Non-arbitrage permitting multi-factor duration models based on

more complex stochastic processes have not resulted in significant improvement
in immunization performance (see Brennan and Schwartz [1983] and Nelson and
Schaefer [1983]).

In fact, Ingersoll [1983] and Gultekin and Rogalski [1984]

have seriously questioned whether duration models perform any better than the
naive

maturity model.

Due to these strong criticisms, duration models based

on assumed stochastic processes have fallen out of academic favor in the past
few years.
However, immunization research has not remained stagnant.

Recently, Fong

and Vasicek’s [1980, 1983, 1984] M-square model, Chambers, Carleton and
McEnally’s [1981, 1988] duration vector and Prisman and Shores’ [1988]
generalized polynomial model have been proposed as immunization models that
are theoretically less restrictive and empirically superior to the traditional
duration models.

Unlike the traditional duration models, these models do not
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make strong assumptions regarding the type of stochastic process governing the
term structure movements.
The main objective of this chapter is to address the inherent limitations
of the M-square model.

An extension of the M-square model is found to be

functionally equivalent to the duration vector of Chambers et al. [1988], but
with important theoretical and expositional advantages.

Section 5.2

summarizes two approaches to derive the M-square model.

Under both approaches

the M-square model is shown to provide incomplete protection from stochastic
process risk.

Section 5.3 extends the M-square model to a vector of risk

measures termed collectively as the "M-vector."

The M-vector is derived

without any restrictive assumptions regarding the stochastic process of term
structure movements.

Theoretically, the M-vector model is shown to eliminate

nearly all of the stochastic process risk inherent in a diversified bond
portfolio, provided the changes in the forward rate function are
differentiable a given number of times.
Section 5.4 performs empirical tests and demonstrates the superiority of
the M-vector model over M-square model.

Section 5.5 compares the M-vector

model with the duration vector model of Chambers et al. [1988].

Although it

is shown that the M-vector model is functionally equivalent to the duration
vector model, the M-vector model has theoretical and expositional advantages
as it imposes fewer restrictive assumptions.
theory approach to the M-vector model.

Section 5.6 develops a portfolio

Section 5.7 concludes the chapter.

5.2 The M-square Model Revisited
Fong and Vasicek [1980,1983,1984] developed the M -square model to
minimize the stochastic process risk due to non-parallel shifts in the term
structure of interest rates.

Fong and Vasicek demonstrate that by setting the
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duration of a bond portfolio equal to its planning horizon and by minimizing
its M-square, the portfolio can be immunized from non-parallel term structure
shifts.
The M-square model can be derived under two distinct approaches.

The

lower bound approach, given in Fong and Vasicek [1984], is based upon
obtaining a lower bound on the terminal value of a bond portfolio.

This

approach requires that negative positions be disallowed in order to obtain the
lower bound, and is quite restrictive for two reasons.

First, disallowing

negative positions implies exclusion of forward and futures contracts in the
bond portfolio as negative positions are always embedded in these contracts.1
Second, disallowing negative positions restricts short selling.
The second approach, known as the Taylor series approach (Fong and
Vasicek [1980]), is based on a truncated three -term Taylor series expansion
of the change in the terminal value of a bond portfolio (caused by changes in
the forward rates) with respect to term to maturity of the cash flows from the
portfolio.

This approach is instrumental in the extension of the M-square

model into a vector of risk measures termed as the "M-vector."
5.2.1

The "Lower Bound" Approach to the M-square Model
Consider a bond portfolio at time t = 0, to be immunized at a given

planning horizon H.

Let Ct be the payment on the portfolio at time t and Wt

be the present value of $1 maturing at time t (t =1,2, ...,N).

Fong and

Vasicek [1984] derive a lower bound on the terminal value of a bond portfolio
which is given as:
aih7Ih "

(H - D)Ai(H)
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- K- M2,

(D

where:
IH — the expected terminal value of the portfolio under the expectations
hypothesis of interest rates,
N

D = duration =

t?i

N
Cf

Wt*

t

N

M2 = M-square =

z Cft • w,t •

t=l

Z

t=i

C. • W.
t

t

N

z ct1 • w.

t=i

i(t) = the current instantaneous forward rate for term t,
Ai(t) = change in the current instantaneous forward rate i(t), and
K = a constant that measures the maximum slope shift across the term structure
of forward rates.
Equation (1) can be considered both for parallel and non-parallel term
structure shifts.
by definition.

For parallel shifts, K = 0, since the slope shift is zero

In this case immunization can be achieved by by setting D

(duration) equal to the planning horizon H.

This allows the terminal value of

the portfolio to be completely immune from interest rate risk as price risk is
totally offset by reinvestment risk.

This result is consistent with the

traditional duration theory.
However, there exists little reason to expect only parallel shifts in the
term structure.

Various researchers, including Ingersoll, Skeleton and Weil

[1978], have shown that parallel shifts are inconsistent with equilibrium
conditions as they allow for riskless arbitrage opportunities.

Even

casual

empiricism reveals that the term structure has different shapes at different
times, which implies non-parallel term structure shifts.
For non-parallel term structure shifts, K is either positive (for
positive slope shifts) or negative (for negative slope shifts) in equation
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(1).

Given the restriction that negative positions are disallowed, the M2 of

the portfolio must be greater than or equal to zero,
[1984]).

(see Fong and Vasicek

Thus, for a positive slope shift, the expression - K*M2 in equation

(1) will become negative, and will cause the terminal value of the portfolio
to decline.
K is a function of the term structure shift, and is not under the control
of the portfolio manager.

However, the portfolio manager can select bonds in

such a way that the M2 of the portfolio is minimized (such that D = H).
Minimizing M2 will thus minimize the impact of positive slope shift in
reducing the terminal value of the portfolio.
Though the M-square model as given in equation (1) represents an
improvement over the traditional duration model (since it reduces stochastic
process risk associated with non-parallel shifts) it has two potential
limitations.
First, it can be shown that the lower bound on the terminal value of the
bond portfolio given in equation (1) applies only if negative positions are
disallowed in the bond portfolio.

As mentioned before, disallowing negative

positions implies exclusion of forward, futures and short positions which is
quite restrictive.

Second, with negative positions disallowed, the M-square

value of any diversified bond portfolio cannot take a zero value.

Thus, it is

theoretically impossible to eliminate interest rate risk completely.
Finally, as shown in section 5.7, the M-square model is not the only
unique method to obtain a lower bound on the terminal value of the portfolio.
An alternative model termed as the "absolute duration" model is derived which
provides a similar lower bound on the terminal value of the portfolio.
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S_2_2

. re ". a Tier Series* Approach to the M-square Model
~ -j r erg and Vacs:oei (19S0), the change in the terminal value of

i. c

pcrrfolic at the horizon H tar. re giver, as:

K

I ct

Ui/h

Wt-

t=l

F(t)
(2)

=

I Ct■ W*
t=1
1

• _ = exp'-/' : t dt',
x
0
maturity t
Ft

i.e. the continuous discount function for term to

sane as the present value of SI maturing at time t),

= exp'//-1 x)dT] - 1, and all other variables are as previously defined.
Through a Taylor series expansion of F(t) around H, the value of F(t) can

be giver as a sun of the first 3 terms of the Taylor series and am error term
c t. representing the rest of the Taylor series terms:

Fit) =

0 - (t-H)-Ai(H) - --(t-H)2- [**1 - (Ai)2]
*-

Substituting

Ll¥/lH

+ e(t).

(3)

-I t=H

the value of F(t) from equation (3) into equation (1) gives:

=

-(D -

H)Ai(H) - (1/2) -M2

- (Ai)2
i)2l

+ C

(4)

-*t=H

where,
M
c

=

z ctt

t=l

w.

e(t)
(5)

K

z ct1

t=l

w.

Equation (4) suggests that the terminal value of a bond portfolio can be
immunized from interest rate risk by choosing a bond portfolio with
appropriate values for D and M2 assuming the error term c* is insignificant.
With negative positions allowed, it is quite easy to construct a bond
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portfolio that meets the immunization constraints of D = H, and M2 = 0.

This

result is functionally equivalent to the two factor model of Bierwag, Kaufman,
and Latta [1987], and to the duration vector of Chambers et al. [1988] (with
only the first two elements of the duration vector as the relevant
constraints).
With negative positions disallowed, only a zero coupon bond with maturity
equal to H will satisfy both of these constraints.

However, the very

existence of such a zero coupon bond implies no need for portfolio
immunization.

For any other combination of bonds, the M-square is always

greater than zero ( see Fong and Vasicek [1984]) and immunization conditions
for a normal diversified bond portfolio are satisfied by the minimization of
M2, subject to D = H.
The main criticism however of the M-square model as given in equation (4)
is that the error term e’ is assumed to be insignificant.

The next section

questions this assumption and suggests that significant gains in the
explanatory power of equation (4) can occur by including higher order Taylor
series terms in equation (3).

Inclusion of the higher order Taylor series

terms extends the M-square model into a vector of risk measures termed as the
"M-vector."

Section 4 performs empirical tests which prove significant gain

in immunization performance using the M-vector model over the M-square model.
5.3 The M-Vector Model
Consider an unrestricted Taylor series expansion of F(t) (as given in
equation (2)) around H.

Excluding the first term which is zero, the next M

terms can be given as:
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F(t) = - (t(t-H)-Ai(H) - i-(t-H)2-- (Ai)2!
*-

-* t =H

• (t-H)3- [(Ai)3 - 3(Ai)^

+ ^il|

L

J t=H

•(t-H)4* -(Ai)4 + 6(Ai)2 •

+

(6)

d( Ai)
d2(Ai)
- 4(Ai)
dt
dt2

d3(Ai)
dtJ
t=H

+

...

+

- - • (t-H)mm!

(-l)m+1 • (Ai)m + ... +
t=H

+

...

Equation (6) can be rewritten in the following simplified form:
m

F(t) = -

- • (t-H)1 • Xi

l

i•

+...

(7)

i = l

where X.

(i=l,2, .... m) is the second part of each of the first m terms given

in equation (6).

It is proposed that the first m terms of equation (7) are

sufficient in approximating the value of F(t) quite closely.

The appropriate

value of m is determined in the next section through empirical tests.
Substituting the first m terms of equation (7) into equation (2) and
simplifying:
m

AIh/Ih

=

-

7,-

l

(8)

M- X’.

i = 1

where:
M is a column vector of m number of risk measures.
M-vector is defined as:
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The ith element in the

N

Z

M1 =

t=i

Ct • Wt •( t - H)1
1

1

z

ct

t=1

for all i = 1,2,

t

(9)

w*

X’ is the transpose of X, where X is defined as the

column vector of m elements given as:

X = |X,, x2. XJ,

(10)

Xj for any i = l,2,...,m is the second part of the ith term in equation (6).
It can be seen that each X. is a function of the change in forward rate
function only.
Equation (8) defines the change in the terminal value of a bond portfolio
as a product of the M-vector and the "shift vector" X’.

The M-vector depends

entirely on the portfolio composition of bonds and therefore can be controlled
by the portfolio manager.

The shift vector X’ is however dependent upon the

type of change in the current forward rate function and is outside the control
of the portfolio manager.

Since no restrictions are placed on the length of

the M-vector, the change in the terminal value of the portfolio should be
fully captured by the M-vector and the corresponding shift vector.

The only

condition imposed is that the change in the forward rate function is
differentiable m-1 number of times with respect to the term to maturity of
cash flows

(see equation (6)).

Equation (8) implies that complete immunization from interest rate risk
can be achieved by selecting a bond portfolio such that its M-vector equals a
zero vector.

This would nullify the effect of the change in the forward rates

as given by the shift vector X’, on the terminal value of the bond portfolio.
The M-vector model can be formally given as:
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k
Min £ pj2
j=i

M1
M2
M3
•

= 0 =

Mm

0
0
0
•

(11)

0

k

E

Pj = 1»

(12)

j=l
where M is the column vector of m risk measures as given in equation (9), and
Pj is the proportion of investment in the jth bond. As shown by Chambers et
k
al. [1988], the objective function Min £ Pj2 minimizes the impact of
j=i
unsystematic risk caused by temporary pricing errors.

The ith element of the

M-vector for this portfolio is obtained by taking the weighted average of the
corresponding ith element of the M-vector for each bond in the portfolio:

where Mj1 is the ith element of the M-vector for jth bond (i = 1,2, ...,m,
and j = 1,2, ...,k).

The solution to the immunization constraints given in

equations (11) and (12) require at least m + 1 number of different bonds in
the portfolio (or k £ m +1).
Given sufficient number of bonds (i.e k ^ m+1), it is theoretically
possible to immunize a bond portfolio for any given length of the M-vector.
However, increasing the length of M-vector beyond an optimum may not provide
any significant improvement in immunization performance.
of M-vector is therefore an empirical question.
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The optimum length

The traditional duration model is equivalent to the the M-vector model
with M1 = 0 as the relevant immunization constraint.

Equating M1 to zero is

the same as setting the duration of the portfolio to the planning horizon (see
equation (8)).

The M-square model (with negative positions allowed) is

equivalent to the M-vector model with both M1 = 0 and M2 (M-square) = 0.

The

key point is that significant gain in immunization performance may occur as
one advances beyond M-square model to consider additional immunization
constraints given by M3 = 0, M4 = 0 etc.

The next section does immunization

tests to determine the optimal length of the M-vector model to obtain complete
protection from interest rate risk.
5.4 Empirical Tests
This section performs immunization tests on the M-vector model.

These

tests are constructed through artificial bond price data simulated from the
term structure estimates given by Shiller and McCulloch [1987).
5.4.1 The Data
Shiller and McCulloch [1987] provide term structure estimates using a
broad spectrum of government bond prices.

These data can be considered free

of any impact of default risk, call provisions, taxes and other special
characteristics.

Also, these data, estimated using the spline technique, are
2

free from any smoothing effects present in the Durand [1942] data.
At every month end from 1947 to 1987, Shiller and McCulloch provide
continuously compounded annual zero coupon yields for various maturities up to
25 years.

The immunization tests performed here use term structure data from

January 31, 1978 to July 31, 1983.

Term structure over this period displayed

high volatility and diverse shapes and thus provide an interesting setting for
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the immunization tests.

Eleven semi-annual sample periods are constructed

over this observation period.

The sample periods begin on January 31 and July

31 in each of the first five years, and on January 31 in the sixth year.

For

each sample period, a portfolio of bonds is constructed by considering
maturities of 1,2,3,4, and 5 years.

For each maturity, four bonds are

considered with coupons of 4, 7, 10 and 13 percent annually.

Therefore, for

each sample period, a portfolio of twenty bonds with identical coupon and
maturity characteristics is constructed.
5.4.2. The M-Vector Immunization Strategies
Immunization tests are performed on the M-vector model as given in
equations (10), (11) and (12).

A six month planning horizon is defined for

each of the eleven sample periods.

For each sample period various

immunization strategies are devised by considering the M-vector model of
various lengths (i.e. m=l,2,3,..etc.in equation (ID).

These alternative

strategies are given in Table 5.1.
The immunization constraints for each strategy depend on the length of
the M-vector as given in column 3 of Table 5.1.

For example, the M-Cube

strategy defines m = 3 in equation (11), implying three immunization
constraints.

The M-cube strategy selects bonds such that the M-one, M-square

and M-cube of the portfolio are equated to zero (see equation (11)), and the
sum of the portfolio weights equals one (see equation (12)).

The minimization

of the sum of the squared portfolio weights is performed by using a Lagrangian
technique.
Table 5.1 illustrates seven different immunization strategies.

For any

given sample period, each immunization strategy selects specific portfolio
weights for the twenty bond portfolio as described in the previous subsection.
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Seven different portfolios corresponding to seven immunization strategies are
constructed at the beginning of each sample period.

At the end of each sample

period (six months long), the seven portfolios are liquidated.

The actual

return over the sample period for a given immunization strategy is defined as
the terminal value of the liquidated portfolio (corresponding to the given
strategy) minus the initial value of the portfolio (equal to $1 by equation
(12)) divided by the initial value of the portfolio.

The actual return for a

given immunization strategy is compared with the target return, defined as the
return on a zero coupon bond with initial investment of $1 and maturity equal
to six months at the beginning of the sample period.

The target return is

computed as:
Target return

= exp(Y/2) - 1,

(14)

where Y is the continuously compounded annual zero coupon yield over the
sample period.

Deviations of the actual return of an immunization strategy

from the target return is defined as error.

Immunization tests are repeated

for eleven different sample periods.
5.4.3. The Results
The results of the immunization tests are given in Table 5.2.
column gives the sample period under consideration.

The second

For example, sample

number one begins on January 31, 1978 and ends on July 31, 1978.
column defines the target return for the sample period.

The third

Each of the remaining

columns provide deviations of the actual returns of the given immunization
strategy from the target return.
As expected, the naive immunization strategy reports the highest
deviations from target returns.

The M-one or duration strategy outperforms

the naive strategy but underperforms the M-square, M-cube, and other higher
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order strategies over most sample periods.

Similarly, the M-square strategy

outperforms both the naive and the duration strategy but underperforms the
M-cube, M-four etc. over most sample periods.

This pattern continues through

the M-five strategy, which eliminates almost all of the interest rate risk in
the bond portfolio.

Immunization strategies beyond M-five

3

do not lead to any

significant gain in immunization performance.
The bottom of Table 5.2 reports the mean of absolute deviations and the
mean of sum of squared deviations over all sample periods for each
immunization strategy.

It can be seen that errors decrease monotonically as

one advances from the naive strategy to duration (M-one), M-square, M-cube and
other higher order strategies.

Both the mean of the absolute deviations and

the mean of the sum of squared deviations tend to zero beyond the M-five
strategy’.
The mean of the absolute deviations for the M-five strategy is
approximately four percent of that of duration strategy, and approximately six
and a half percent of that of M-square strategy.

Similarly, the mean of sum

of squared deviations for the M-five strategy is only about 0.2 percent of
that of duration strategy, and about 0.5 percent of that of M-square strategy.
The above analysis demonstrates that though the M-square strategy
performs better than the naive and the duration strategy, significant gain in
immunization performance occurs only through the M-five strategy.

Beyond the

M-five strategy*, the gain in immunization performance in negligible. The
optimal length of the M-vector model is therefore empirically determined to be
M-five.
In the next section the M-vector model is compared theoretically and
empirically to the duration vector model of Chambers, Carleton and McEnally.
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It is shown that the immunization constraints of the M-vector model are
functionally equivalent to the immunization constraints of the duration vector
model. Further, the empirical performance of the M-vector model is found to be
virtually identical to the immunization performance of the duration vector
model.
5.5 Equivalence between the M-Vector and the Duration Vector Model
This section demonstrates the functional equivalence between the M-vector
model and the duration vector model, and demonstrates the theoretical and
expositional advantages of the M-vector model over the duration vector model.
The main theoretical advantage of the M-vector model is that it is
derived under less restrictive stochastic process assumptions of term
structure of the interest rates.

Chambers, Carleton and McEnally [1988]

derive the duration vector model assuming a polynomial functional form for
term structure shifts.

The M-vector model is derived assuming that the

changes in the forward rate function are continuously differentiable a given
number of times.

Unlike the duration vector model, the M-vector model does

not impose any restrictions on the type of functional form (i.e polynomial,
exponential etc.) for term structure shifts, and allows term structure shifts
4

to be expressed in any continuously differentiable functional form.
An expositional advantage of the M-vector model is in relation to the
assumptions concerning the timing of shifts.

In order to model non-

instantaneous shifts in the term structure, the duration vector is based on
end of sample period values for expected bond prices and duration measures
(see Chambers et al. [1988]), implying that cash flows cannot occur from the
beginning until the end of the sample period.
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The M-vector model is derived

under more general conditions that allow for non-instantaneous shifts without
any such restrictions.
This rest of this section demonstrates that the immunization constraints
of the M-vector model are identical to the immunization constraints of the
duration vector model.

In other words the two models are functionally

equivalent.
The duration vector model of Chambers et al. [1988] can be stated as:5

k
Min £ pj2

(15)

j=i

D( 1 )
D( 2 )
D( 3 )
•

= H =

H1
H2
H3
•

(16)

Hm

D(m)

I Pj = 1>
J=i

<17>

where pj represents the proportion of investment in the jth bond.
duration vector for the bond portfolio, and H is the horizon vector.

D is the
The

elements of the horizon vector H are defined by increasing power of the
planning horizon H.

The elements of the duration vector D of the bond

portfolio are defined as follows:
N

ct • wt • t1

z

D(i) =

t=l

N

z

t= 1

for all i = 1,2.m.

C,

t

t

ct •
t

(18)

w.

Wt, and N are as defined in equation (1) and (2)

for the bond portfolio.
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The duration vector model given in equations (16) and (17) looks similar
to the M-vector model given in equations (11) and (12).

In fact, the

following proposition shows that the immunization constraints given by
equation (11) are identical to the immunization constraints given by equation
(16).

This proves that the two models are equivalent.

Proposition 1:
1,2, ..., m.

If D(i) = H* for all i = 1,2, ...,K, then Mk = 0, for all K =

In other words the immunization conditions of the duration

vector model are equivalent to the immunization conditions of the M-vector
model.
Proof:
By a binomial expansion, the Kth element of the M-vector from equation
(8) can be given as:
N

k

,

z c. • wt • z

Mk =

t =l

1

t

(

i=0

)•

V.

k-i

(-H)1
(19)

N

z ct

W,

1

t = 1

By rearranging the summation signs the above equation can be written as:
N

Mk =

Z f ) Z <V Wt- t
i=o v i't=i
t
t

k-i,

TlSi

(-H)

(20)

N

Z

Q • Wt

t=i

1

L

Substituting the elements of the duration vector from equation (16), the above
equation can be simplified to:
k- 1

Mk =

(-H)k

+

Z

i=o

(

v

)

\J

• D(k-i) • (-H) .

By assumption D(i) = H1, for all i = 1,2, .... k.
D(k-i) =

Hk_i,

This implies:

for all i= 0,1,2.k-1.
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(21)

(22)

Substituting the values of the duration vector elements from the above
equation into equation (21) and simplifying gives:

(23)

The above equation can be rewritten as:

Mk = Hk• Z

i=o

f k)

^

1'

* (-l)i-(l)k"i

(24)

or
Mk = Hk • (l-l)k = 0.

(25)

Since the proof is the same for different values of k = 1,2, ...,m, it has
been shown that Mk = 0, for all k

1,2, .«.., m •

Q . E. D i

Chambers et al. [1988] perform immunization tests on the duration vector
using the Treasury bond data from the period 1976 to 1980.

Duration vector

models of various lengths (i.e m = 1,2, ...,7) were tested for immunization
performance over single period horizons and multiperiod horizons.

The

improvement in immunization performance was highly significant with the
addition of each higher order element of the duration vector.

The duration

vector strategy with the first five elements eliminated nearly all of the
interest rate risk inherent in the bond portfolio.

Deviations from target

yields using the duration vector of five elements were about five to ten
percent of the deviations reported by the traditional Macaulay duration model
for most sample periods.

By proposition 1, the duration vector with five

elements is equivalent to M-five strategy (see section 5.4.2) of the M-vector
model.
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5.6 A Portfolio Theory Approach To The M-Vector Model
In this section, a portfolio theory approach to the M-vector model is
presented.

This model is based on the variance covariance matrix of the

elements of the shift vector X (equation (10)).

Assuming the instantaneous

forward rate function can be expressed as a polynomial function of term to
maturity, the elements of the shift vector will capture the variancecovariance relationships between the shifts in the height, slope, curvature
etc. of the forward rate function.

For example, if short rates are always

more volatile then long rates, then the height and the slope shifts of the
forward rate function will have negative correlation.

These types of

relationships may persist over time and can be captured by the variancecovariance matrix of the elements of the shift vector X.
The first step in obtaining the variance-covariance matrix of the shift
vector elements is to perform crossectional multiple regressions with the
dependent variable as the percentage change in the terminal value of a bond
(terminal value defined with respect to a constant horizon), and the
independent variables given as the M-vector elements of the bond.

The

regression coefficients would define the estimated shift vector elements at
each point in time.

The crossectional regressions would also determine the

cut-off point beyond which the higher order elements of the shift vector are
generally insignificant.
The next step is to obtain the variance covariance matrix of the elements
of the shift vector that are significant in most of the
regressions over time.

crossectional

The variance-covariance matrix can be estimated by

analyzing the distributions of the estimated shift vector elements obtained
from the series of crossectional regressions.
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The variance covariance matrix of the shift vector elements can be used
to construct immunized portfolios assuming this matrix is stationary over
time.

Consider a bond portfolio with n number of different bonds.

Let the

number of shift vector elements found significant in the crossectional
regressions be m.

From equation (8) the variance of the change in the

terminal value of the bond portfolio can be given as:
m
Var(AIH/IH) = £
i=1

“

Mi-MJ

L

j j. j i °*iJ’

j=i

(26)

J

where:
MK = the kth element of the M-vector for the bond portfolio, K = i or j,
c.

- = covariance of the shift vector elements X, and Xj when i * j, and

variance of Xi when i = j.
The immunizing portfolio will minimize the variance of the change in the
terminal value of the portfolio.

Let pk (k=l,2, ...,n) be the proportion of

investment in the kth bond that leads to the minimization of this variance.
The sum of p^’s for all bonds is equal to one.
the values of pk.

The objective is to estimate

This can be done as follows:

Let (Mk)* be the ith order element of the M-vector for the kth bond (1,2,
...,m, and K= 1,2, ...,n).

The ith M-vector element of the portfolio can be

given as a linear weighted average of the ith M-vector elements of each bond,
i.e.:

M5

=J,

(27)

PktM*’1-

Substituting the value of M': in equation (26) gives:
i

n
m

VaHAljj/ljj) = I
i = i

m

kzpk( *•».)'

E-

r n

• k5,Pk(Mk)J

i! • j!

j=i
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riJ

(28)

The minimization of the above equation can be performed by a Lagrangian
technique.

Applying this technique gives n + 1 constraints with n + 1

unknowns, and thus has a unique solution.
n

E

p m

Pk-

k=1

E
Li = 1

The constraints can be given as:

m

E

I(Mk)'(Ms)J + (Mk)J(Ms)ll- 4^

j = l

=

(29)

*• 'J-J

for s = 1,2, ...,n, and
n

E Pk = 1,

(30)

k= 1

where A is a lagrangian multiplier.
constraints for s = 1,2, ...,n.

Equation (29) gives n number of

Equation (30) requires that the proportions

of bonds sum up to one.
The solution to the above equations will give a minimum variance for the
terminal value of the portfolio, therefore immunizing the portfolio from
interest rate risk.
The portfolio theory approach given above does not require restrictions
on short positions.

However, with appropriate Kuhn-tucker conditions, the

analysis could be extended to restrict short positions.

With short positions

disallowed, this approach could then be compared with both the M-square model
and the absolute duration model.

If stationarity assumptions of the variance

covariance matrix hold, then this approach should provide better immunization
performance as compared with either the M-square and the absolute duration
model.
With short positions allowed, the portfolio theory approach may be a good
alternative to either the duration vector or the M-vector model.

However, if

the stationarity assumptions of the variance covariance matrix of the shift
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vector elements do not hold, the vector models will outperform this approach
since they are independent of any stationarity assumptions.
5.7 Is M-Square the Unique Risk Measure?
This section examines whether M-square is a unique measure that minimizes
stochastic process risk.

All of the derivations assume that short positions

are disallowed.
Proposition 2: A lower bound

on the change in the terminal value of a bond

portfolio can be given as:
~

^3*

where:
N

Z

Ct • W. • j H -

t=i

D* (Absolute Duration) =

t

*■

tl
and

M

z

t=l

1C,

= Min

[iq,

-IC,1,

s.t.

iq

^ Ai(t) s iq

for all t ^ 0.

All other variables are as defined in equation 1.
Proof:
Reconsider equation (2) in the following form:
H

r

z ctt

W.

exp[f(t)l -

t=l

AIH7IH

(31)

=

Z

t= 1

Ct

t

where:
f(t) =

Ai(x)dx, and

W. = expl-J* i(x)dx].
t

1

0
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The following inequality restrictions are obtained for f(t) which will
eventually lead to a lower bound on the change in the terminal value of the
portfolio.
Case 1.

Consider the following two cases:
H^t.

Define a constant

s.t. Ai(t) ^ Kj, for all t i 0.
Ai(x)dx i

Therefore,

Kadx = iq(H -t) = iq • | H - 11,

(32)

which implies,
(33)

f(t) i Kj • |H - t
where | x | ref ers to the absolute value of x.
Case 2. H ^ t.
Define a constant K2 s.t. Ai(t) ^ K2, for all t i 0.

Therefore,

SlH Ai(x)dx ^ SlH Kgdx = K2(t -H),

(34)

or alternatively,
Ai(x)dx i - ^(t - H) i -K2- |H - 11,

(35)

which implies,
f(t) i -1C,- | H - 11,

(36)

Combining equations (33) and (36),
f(t) i
where K3 = Min [iq, -K21,

K3 * | H — 11,

for all t i 0,

s.t. iq - Ai(t) - K2

(37)

for all t i 0.

Since ex i 1 + x,
exp[f(t)l i 1 + K3- |H - t|.

(38)

Substituting exp[f(t)] from equation (38) into equation (31), a lower bound
is obtained on the change in the terminal value of

Ill

the

portfolio.

aih7Ih *

(39)

^3* D*-

Q.E.D.
By minimizing the risk measure termed as the absolute duration a
portfolio, the stochastic process risk can be minimized.

The lower bound

obtained in equation (39) can be compared with the lower bound obtained by the
M-square model, i.e.
(40)

aih7Ih - " k* M2,

where K is defined in equation (1), and M2 can be given as:
N

M2 (M-square) =

Z Ct • W* *(H - t)2
t=i L
t

z cf*
wtt
t

t=l

Equations (39) and (40) are quite similar.
certain insights about the two risk measures.

These two equations provide
It can be seen that both the

risk measures, the absolute duration, and M-square provide a measure of term
to maturity deviations of the present value weighted cash flows from the
planning horizon.

The absolute duration provides a measure of absolute

deviations of the present value cash flows from the planning horizon, where as
M-square provides a measure of squared deviations (or variance) of present
value cash flows from the horizon.
Minimization of any of the two risk measures will lead to portfolios that
have cash flows centered around the planning horizon.

Both the risk measures

will take zero values only for the case of a zero coupon bond maturing at the
planning horizon.
An essential difference between the two risk measures is that the
absolute duration measure does not require a duration constraint, while the
M—square measure requires a duration constraint.
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However, even without an

explicit duration constraint, minimization of absolute duration will
implicitly lead to minimization of the difference between the duration of the
portfolio and its planning horizon.

This implies that the absolute duration

model will slightly underperform the M-square model for parallel term
structure shifts.

However, parallel term structure shifts are not possible

theoretically (inconsistent with equilibrium conditions) and are very rarely
observed empirically.
For the case of non-parallel shifts, the comparison of the two risk
measures becomes more interesting.

Since the absolute duration model does not

have a duration constraint, the objective of this model is to perform
unconstrained minimization of the portfolio’s absolute duration.

In contrast,

the M-square model performs constrained minimization of portfolio M-square.
Since unconstrained minimization must lead to a lower minimum than constrained
minimization, it can be expected that absolute duration model will lead to
more clustering of cash flows around the planning horizon. Therefore, minimum
absolute duration portfolio may have lower stochastic process risk than
minimum M-square portfolio.^
Another comparison can be made by observing equations (39) and (40).

If

it can be shown that DA • K3 £ - M2 • K, then it is obvious that the maximum loss
in the terminal value of the portfolio from the M-square model is higher.
Unfortunately, a direct comparison between these two expressions is not
possible, at least theoretically.

in most cases will be less than M2, and

| K | will be less than | K31, which makes the comparison ambiguous.

K gives the

maximum change in the slope of the forward rate function for any t ^ 0, where
as K3 gives the maximum absolute change in the forward rate function for any t
£ 0.

Also since the relative differences in the magnitudes of DA and M2 will
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depend on the portfolio composition, 1/ and M2 risk measures may be each
preferred under different conditions.
A practical advantage of using the absolute duration model is that every
portfolio of bonds has an optimal solution when short positions are
disallowed.
solution.

The M-square model does not guarantee the existence of an optimal

For example, consider a portfolio of bonds whose durations are all

greater than the planning horizon of the portfolio.

This is often the case

with financial institutions that have small planning horizons.

Since short

positions are disallowed, the M-square model cannot be solved because the
duration of any combination of bonds in the portfolio will exceed the planning
horizon.

Since the absolute duration model does not require a duration

constraint, this model has an optimum solution.
The absolute duration and M-square are first and second order
immunization risk measures that derive lower bounds on the value of the
immunized portfolio.

Apparently it may be seem interesting to analyze risk

measures of third, fourth and other higher orders.

It can be shown that

derivation of risk measures of higher order than two, will require at least
two constraints; duration equal to the planning horizon and M-square equals to
zero.
With no short positions allowed only a 100% investment in a zero coupon
bond with maturity equal to the planning horizon will simultaneously satisfy
both constraints.

Therefore higher order immunization risk measures that

provide lower bounds on portfolio’s terminal value may theoretically exist,
but cannot be considered to immunize bond portfolios.
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5.8 Conclusions
This chapter extended the M-square model of Fong and Vasicek
[1980,1983,1984] into a vector of risk measures termed the M-vector.

The

chapter demonstrated that the M-vector is functionally equivalent to the
duration vector model, but has important theoretical and expositional
advantages.

The M-vector model was empirically tested over the sample period

from January 1978 to July 1983 using the bond prices simulated from Shiller
and McCulloch [1987] term structure data.

The immunization tests revealed

that the M-vector model outperformed significantly the M-square model, and
more importantly lead to near perfect immunization performance.

Finally, a

portfolio theory approach to the M-vector model was developed for bond
immunization.
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Table 5.1
The M-Vector Immunization Strategies
Strategy
Number
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Strategy
Name

Length of M-vector
(equation (11)

Naive
M-one or Duration
M-Square
M-Cube
M-f our
M-five
M-six
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m
m
m
m
m
m

=
=
=
=
=
=

1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 5.2
Deviations of Actual Returns From Target Returns
Sample
No.

Sample
period

Target
Return(7»)

Naive

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

01-78 to 07-78
07-78 to 01-79
01-79 to 07-79
07-79 to 01-80
01-80 to 07-80
07-80 to 01-81
01-81 to 07-81
07-81 to 01-82
01-82 to 07-82
07-82 to 01-83
01-83 to 07-83

3.492
3.884
4.985
4.933
6.412
4.566
7.541
8.220
6.935
6.062
4.352

-1.479
-1.281
-0.342
-5.067
1.988
-5.625
-6.143
2.163
1.932
7.896
-1.437

-0.049
-0.784
0.278
-0.868
1.373
-2.007
-0.664
1.163
1.138
1.248
0.017

0.438
-0.115
0.078
-0.354
0.789
-1.525
0.445
0.722
0.864
0.323
0.240

0.530
0.297
0.197
-0.059
0.283
-0.913
0.594
0.595
0.626
0.085
0.142

Mean of
Absolute deviations

3.214

0.872

0.536

0.393

Mean of
Squared Deviations

15.979

1.092

0.446

0.223

Sample
No.

Sample
period

Target
Return! 7.)

Immunization Strategy
M-square
Duration

Immunization Strategy
M-six
M-f ive
M-f our
0.503
0.556
0.417
-0.035
-0.166
-0.225
0.361
0.411
0.593
0.110
0.000

-0.063
-0.063
-0.043
0.014
0.018
0.019
-0.042
-0.043
-0.072
-0.001
-0.002

-0.062
-0.061
-0.042
0.014
0.017
0.018
-0.041
-0.040
-0.068
-0.000
-0.002

Mean of
Absolute Deviations

0.307

0.035

0.033

Mean of
Squared Deviations

0.134

0.002

0.002

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

01-78 to
07-78 to
01-79 to
07-79 to
01-80 to
07-80 to
01-81 to
07-81 to
01-82 to
07-82 to
01-83 to

07-78
01-79
07-79
01-80
07-80
01-81
07-81
01-82
07-82
01-83
07-83

3.492
3.884
4.985
4.933
6.412
4.566
7.541
8.220
6.935
6.062
4.352
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M-cube

END NOTES

^very forward contract on a given bond can be replicated by positive and
negative positions in two or more different bonds. The pricing differentials
between forward and futures positions are assumed to be small, which allows
futures contracts to be treated as forward contracts.
2

A criticism of the seminal work of Fisher and Weil [1971] on immunization is
that their study used Durand data to simulate bond prices.
For example,
Ingersoll [1983] in another study points out that Fisher and Weil’s results
could be due to the smoothing effects present in the durand data.
The
criticisms of Ingersoll [1983] do not apply to term structure data used in
this chapter as smoothing effects are absent in Shiller and McCulloch’s data.
3

The improvement in immunization performance was negligible with M-six, Mseven, M-eight and other higher order strategies, and therefore the results
from these strategies are not reported here.
4In fact, recent work on term structure estimation by Nelson and Seigel [1987]
and Bliss [1989] has shown that exponential functions provide an extremely
good fit to the government bond price data on both ends of the term structure.
5This is assuming the beginning of sample period values are used
ation of the duration measures.

for

comput¬

6This is assuming that stochastic process risk is a decreasing function of the
extent of clustering of cash flows around the planning horizon. This has been
argued by Fong and Vasicek [1983, 1984].
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CHAPTER 6
ALTERNATIVE DURATION VECTOR MODELS AND PORTFOLIO IMMUNIZATION

6.1 Introduction
This chapter derives alternative bond return functions (such as
polynomial, logarithmic, exponential and trigonometric) through a generalized
Taylor series expansion of the change in the terminal value of a bond
portfolio.

This in turn leads to alternative duration vector models based on

these alternative bond return functions.

It is shown that previously derived

duration vector models (e.g. the duration vector model of Chambers et. al
[1988], the generalized polynomial model of Prisman and Shores [1988] and the
the M-vector model (chapter 5)) are special cases of the generalized duration
vector models given here when the underlying return functions are assumed to
be polynomial.
Though the duration vector models based on polynomial return functions
have shown to provide near perfect immunization performance (see Chambers et.
al. [1988]), they have three potential limitations.

First, a polynomial

return function is non-asymptotic at the far end, which may not be consistent
with the general asymptotic shape of bond return functions (see Ingersoll and
Dybvig [1990]).

Second, if bond return functions are truly asymptotic, then

it can be argued that the criticisms of a polynomial with respect to term
structure estimation (see Chambers et. al [1984], and McCulloch [1971]) may
also apply to using the polynomial to estimate the bond returns.
Specifically, the polynomial may confirm too strongly at the far end of the
return function while smoothing over shapes implied by the return data at the
near end due to hetroscedasticity.
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One can avoid these two potential disadvantages through the use of spline
techniques in estimating return functions as splines have proven to be
effective for fitting regression functions on term structure data.

The use of

splines to achieve immunization would however imply a separate set of duration
constraints between each pair of knot points.

This will put a large number of

immunization constraints on the bond portfolio and hence may not be practical.
A simpler approach would be to look for alternative asymptotic functional
forms such as the exponential, logarithmic, trigonometric or a combination of
these to provide a better approximation to the true return generating
function.

Recently, Nelson and Siegel [1987] and Bliss [1989] have found

exponential functions to provide a good fit to the data at both ends of the
term structure.

Alternative duration vectors based on these functional forms

could lead to better immunization performance.
Finally, the application of the polynomial duration vector of Chambers et
al. requires high costs related to portfolio rebalancing as the portfolio is
subject to significant changes at each rebalancing point.

The duration vector

approach based on alternative asymptotic or non-asymptotic return generating
functions (i.e logarithmic, exponential and trigonometric) may require fewer
amounts of portfolio rebalancing and may reduce transactions costs.
Specification of the different functional forms for the government bond
return functions requires certain assumptions regarding the shape of these
functions.

Unlike the term structure of interest rates, which is always

asymptotic at the far end, it is uncertain whether the return functions are
asymptotic at the far end.

However, under the assumption that the long term

spot rate is constant, the return function over short holding periods can be
assumed to be asymptotic at the far end.
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In the following subsection a general form of the return functions for
the zero coupon government bonds is derived.

Subsequently, alternative

asymptotic and non-asymptotic return functions are hypothesized as the true
return functional forms for government bonds.
6.2 A Generalized Return Function For Default Free Bonds
In this section a generalized return function for default free bonds is
derived based on Fong and Vasicek [1983,1984].

Consider a bond portfolio at

time t = 0 with Ct as the payment on the portfolio at time t (t =1,2.N).
Let the continuously compounded instantaneous forward rate function be
initially given by i(t).

Now allow a shift in forward rates from i(t) to

i’(t) such that i(t)’ = i(t) + Ai(t).

The return R(H) on this portfolio

between t = 0 and t = H can be given as:

R(H) =

T(Hj, ~ PQ-,

(1)

where T(H) is the terminal value of the portfolio given as:

Nr

T

(2)

T(H) = XCt-exp|y“ i’(x)dxj,

and PQ is the initial investment in the portfolio given as:

P0 =

(3)

ECt-exp[-Xj itrldrl.
t=l

L

J

Substituting the value of T(H) from equation (2) into

equation

(1)

and

F(t) = i(x) + Ai(x) and simplifying gives:

R(H) =

exp|j^i(x)dxj £ E ct'Wt*f(t)j - P0
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/ P0*

(4)

where Wt = exp|^-J'^ i(x)dxj and represents the discount

function

for

term

t

corresponding to the initial forward rate function i(t), and f(t) =
exp^ Ai(x)dx
Let the forward rate function i(t) be represented by a chain function
given as:
i(t) = hCg(t)),

(5)

where g(t) is a continuously differentiable deterministic function of t,
independent of any sample parameters of any particular forward rate function,
and h(g) is a function of g and is dependent on sample parameters of a
particular forward rate function under consideration.

It is assumed that the

sample parameters of the forward rate function are independent of t.1

It is

further assumed that the inverse function of g(t) exists and can be given as:
t = g_1(g) = k(g),
where k(g) is always defined to be a function with positive value.

(6)
Finally, a

change in the forward rate function can be given as:
Ai(t) = Ah(g(t)).

(7)

Using equations (6) and (7), the expression f(t) from equation (4) can be
simplified and shown to be equivalent to another chain function, r(g(t)), as
f ollows:
f(t) = expAi(x)dxj = expjj^J p(y) dyj = r(g(t)),
where
p(g(t)) = Ah(g(t))-d(^g) ■
Taking a Taylor series expansion of r(g(t)) around g(H), f(t) can be
given as:
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(8)

f(t) = r(g(t)) = 1 - (g(t) - g(H)]-p(g(H))

(9)

Ig(t) - g(H))2- p(ggg)> - [p(g)l2l

~

g=g(H)

-3,[g(t) - g(H)p.[[p(g)]3 - 3-p(g)

+ ?2?P*g))
g=g(H)

+ ...+

.[get) - g(H)]m- [(-irMp(g)r

m!

+...+

+

...

+

am 1 (p(g))
ag

g=g(H)

remainder.

It can be assumed that the first m+1 terms of the above equation can
approximate the value of f(t) very well.
empirically in the next section.

The value of m will be determined

The first m+1 terms of the above equation

can be written in a simplified form as:
f(t) = r(g(t» = 1 + E lg(t) - g(H)]n • Xn + eft),
n=1

where:
X, = -pfg(H)),

■ -ips^ - H.

g=g(H)

X, -

m

- .-,w

- (-ir*Mp(g)r +

= *- [(m! [_

.■ -

M

C p(g))
ag
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■L

g=g(H)

(10)

The expression e(t) is the error term that captures the effect of higher order
Taylor series terms.
It can be seen from the definition of function p(g) in equations (7) and
(8) that the value of p(g) depends upon the change in the forward rate
function.

In particular, if the forward rate function at t = H does not

change, p(g(H)) equals zero and therefore Xn = 0 for all n =1,2.m. in
equation (10).

In this case we have f(t) = r(g(t)) = 1.

Also, in this case,

the return on any portfolio as defined in equation (4) must be the riskless
return given by the expectations hypothesis.

Substituting f(t) = 1 in

equation (4), the riskless return can be given as:

[o

- 1.

RF(H) = exp J i(x)dx

(11)

However, when forward rates do change, the return on a bond portfolio
will deviate from the riskless return and can be obtained by substituting the
value of f(t) from equation (10) into equation (4).

Upon simplification the

return on a bond portfolio reduces to:
m

R(H) =

RF(H) + [1 + Rp(H)]• £ Xn- D(n) + c,

(12)

n= 1

where e is the error term due to higher order Taylor series terms, RF(H) is
the riskless return between time 0 and H as defined in equation (11), and D(n)
is defined as the nth measure of the generalized duration vector corresponding
to a given function g(t) for all n = 1,2.m:

D(n) =

•Wt-[g(t) - g(H)]n /P0
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]

(13)

Equation (12) can be rewritten as a product of two vectors as:
R(H) =

Rf(H) + DY’ + c,

(14)

where:
D = | D(l), D(2), . ...D(m) |,
Y = 1Y
1 I1‘ Y

Y
Iml1 ,

ll
c
><

(1+RF(H))-Xn

and
for all n=l,2,...,m.

Equation (14) provides a generalized return function for default free
bonds or bond portfolios.

The return is composed of two parts, the expected

riskless return RF(H) and the unexpected return D*Y’ due to changes in forward
rates.

The unexpected return due to changes in forward rates can be further

broken down into two parts.

The shift vector Y’ which is independent of the

particular maturity characteristics of the bond portfolio and measures only
the impact of the changes in forward rates at the planning horizon H, and the
generalized duration vector D which does not depend upon the specific changes
in the forward rates but is determined solely by the maturity characteristics
of the bond portfolio and the length of the planning horizon.
Hence equation (14) allows a separation of three systematic effects on
any default-free bond portfolio’s return.

The first term represents the

expected riskless return RF(H) which is known at the beginning of holding
period.

The second term represents the effect of unexpected changes in

forward rates (given by the shift vector Y’) which is independent of the
maturity characteristics of the particular bond portfolio chosen.

The third

term represents the effect of the maturity characteristics of the bond
portfolio through the generalized duration vector D.
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It must be noted that the separation of the portfolio return into its
three effects makes it possible to immunize a bond portfolio from unexpected
changes in the forward rates.

If the effect of the error term c can be

assumed to be small, than the portfolio return R(H) can be equated to the
riskless return RF(H) by equating the generalized duration vector D to a zero
vector.

This will eliminate any systematic impact of the changes in the

forward rates on the portfolio return.
However, equation (14) is quite general and leaves a number of questions
unanswered.

First, howT does one determine the appropriate function g(t) which

determines the generalized duration vector (see equation (13)).

Traditional

duration vector approaches have implicitly used the first order polynomial
g(t) = t as the appropriate function.
is non-asymptotic at the far end.

However, the polynomial duration vector

If the actual bond return function is

asymptotic at the far end, then some asymptotic functions may provide better
immunization performance.

Because it is not known whether bond return

functions are asymptotic or non-asymptotic, the best approach would be to test
empirically different types of asymptotic and non-asymptotic functions.
Second, it is not clear what the appropriate length of any generalized
duration vector should be.

It is possible that certain functional forms of

g(t) may lead to a smaller error term c (in equation (14)) with the same
length of the duration vector.

In other words, certain functional forms for

g(t) may cause the corresponding duration vector to converge faster to the
true return function than others.
Third, even if significant differences do not exist between the
traditional polynomial duration vector and some other duration vectors, it is
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possible that portfolio rebalancing costs may be lower with the use of
alternative duration vectors.
Table 6.1 provides twelve different types of functions for g(t).
function leads to a corresponding duration vector.

Each

These functions are chosen

from four classes, i.e. polynomial, trigonometric, logarithmic and
exponential.

The functions are chosen such that they cover a broad range of

asymptotic to non-asymptotic properties.
Substituting the appropriate value of gj (t) and gj(H) in equation (13)
(for all j = 1,2,...,12) produces the corresponding duration vector for any
bond or bond portfolio.

Because twelve different functional forms are

specified for gj(t), it is possible to obtain twelve corresponding duration
vectors.

The general form of each duration vector is given by equation (14).

The next section compares empirically the explanatory power of these
alternative

duration vectors in approximating the true bond return function.

6.3 Empirical Tests of Alternative Duration Vectors
6.3.1 The Data
The data to be used in the empirical tests are obtained from the Monthly
CRSP Government Bond Data Files.

These data exclude are all Treasury

obligations that have special characteristics (e.g., options features, flower
bonds, etc.) such that term to maturity is the only source of variability in
bond returns in this study.

The empirical tests use Treasury notes to avoid

any liquidity effects on the pricing of Treasury securities.

An additional

check is made on the Treasury note returns to exclude any outliers.

2

The observation period selected extends from January 1976 to November
1987.

This period contains term structures that exhibited high volatility.

The observation period is divided into seventy one "two monthly sample
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oer.005

example. the first sample period begins on January 31, 1976 and
For example,

eras or. March v*. 1976.
er-s cm

> 19 6.

Toe second sample period begins on March 31, 1976 and
Similarly, the last sample begins on September 30, 19S7

arc eras on November 30, 19S~.

For each sample period, all outstanding

"Treasary notes whose ::rst coupon payment date occurs within the two month
rc.a.ra per:oa are excluded.

This eliminates the need to rebalance the

portfolio oaring the two month holding period.
6.3.2 The Testing Methodology

As shown in the previous section alternative duration vectors can be
hypothesized as being the true return functions for government bonds.

These

aiternative conation vectors are obtained by substituting the appropriate
value of gj It) ij=l,2,...,12) in equation (13).

Various forms of g(t) (i.e

polynomial, trigonometric, logarithmic and exponential) specified earlier
resait in twelve different duration vectors.

Next two different methodologies

are specified to select the duration vector that most closely approximates the
tree return function for government bonds.
6.3.2.1 The Highest Average Adjusted R-Square Test

This multiple regression test is based on a cross-sectional comparison of
the explanatory power of the twelve different duration vectors of the same
length in approximating the actual bond returns.

It can be seen from equation

(14) that for any given cross-section of bond returns, a separate multiple
regression model can be specified for each of the twelve duration vector as:
m

Rk(H) = Y0 +

l

Yj(i)*Djk(i) + ejk ,

i = l
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(15)

where:
Rk(H) - the two month holding period return on kth bond (k= 1,2,...K, and K =
number of bonds in the cross section),
Djk(i) = the ith element of the duration vector (see equation (14),
i=l,2,...,m) for kth bond for the jth duration vector (j=l,2,...,12). The jth
duration vector is obtained by substituting the values of gj(t) and gj(H) in
equation (13) for any given value of j,
Yj(i) = the regression coefficient on the ith element of the jth duration
vector,
Y0 = riskless return between time t = 0 and H (see equation (14)), and
£jk = the error term for kth bond for jth duration vector.
For each value of j = 1,2.12, in equation (15) a distinct duration
vector can be specified to give a separate multiple regression model.

It is

expected that for any given duration vector, its explanatory power will
increase as its length (measured by variable m) is increased.

In order to

make a fair comparison of the explanatory power of alternative duration
vectors, the variable m is kept constant across each of these vectors.

Since

there is no theoretical justification for any particular size for m, the
comparison of the explanatory power of the alternative duration vectors is
done for various values of m ranging from 1 to 7.
The multiple regression tests are carried out in the following manner.
First, a given value of m is selected that sets the length of each duration
vector.

Using equation (15), twelve multiple regression models are

constructed using the twelve duration vectors.

The twelve multiple regression

tests are performed on a given cross-section of government notes.

The

adjusted R-square values are observed for each of the twelve regression tests.
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The tests are repeated for the seventy one "two month" cross-sectional periods
from January 1976 to November 1987.

The mean and the standard deviation of

the adjusted R-squares for each of the twelve duration vectors are computed
over the seventy one cross-sectional periods.
for different values of m =1,2,...,7.

The above analysis is repeated

It is expected that for a given value

of m, the duration vector with the highest explanatory power will have the
highest mean of the adjusted R-squares (MAR).
6.3.2.2 The Lowest Mean Square Error Test
Similar to the previous testing methodology, multiple regression tests
are performed on cross-sections of government notes.

The mean square error

values are observed for each of the twelve regression tests for each
cross-sectional sample period.

The mean and the standard deviation of the

mean square errors for each duration vector are computed over seventy one
cross-sectional periods.
=1,2.7.

This analysis is repeated for different values of m

It is expected that for a given value of m, the duration vector

with the highest explanatory power will have the lowest mean of mean square
errors (MMSE)
6.3.3 The Results
The results of the multiple regression tests are given in Tables 6.2
through 6.8.

These tables compare the mean of mean square errors and the mean

of adjusted R-squares for twelve different duration vectors specified in
section 6.2.

Table 6.2 performs this analysis with m = 1 as the length of all

duration vectors.

Table 6.3 repeats the analysis with m = 2 as the length of

all duration vectors.

The analysis is further repeated with higher values of
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m - 3,4,5,6, and 7, beyond which the increase in the explanatory power of the
duration vectors is minimal.
The first column identifies the function g(t) from Table 6.1 that is
used in construction of a particular duration vector.
no. 1 corresponds to g1(t) = t°‘5, in Table 6.1.

For example, function

Similarly, function no.’s 2

through 12 correspond to the functions g2(t) to g12(t), respectively.

The

second and third columns give the mean (MMSE) and standard deviation (SDMSE)
of mean square errors for each duration vector computed over 71
cross-sectional sample periods.

Similarly, the fourth and fifth columns give

the mean (MAR) and standard deviation (SAR) of adjusted R-squares for each
duration vector computed over 71 cross-sectional sample periods.

Careful

observation of Tables 6.2 through 6.8 reveals important patterns in our
results summarized as follows.
The differences between the explanatory power (as measured by MMSE or
MAR) of the the different duration vectors diminish as the length of the
duration vectors is increased.

For example, for a duration vector length of 1

(i.e. m = 1), the difference between the highest and the lowest MMSE is 2.43 x
10-5, and the difference between the highest and lowest MAR is 0.10 (see Table
6.2).

For a duration vector length of 7 (i.e. m = 7), the difference between

the highest and lowest MMSE is 0.10 x 10“5 and the difference between the
highest and lowest MAR is 0.03 (see Table 6.8).

This implies that the choice

of a particular duration vector for bond portfolio immunization is important
only if the duration vector has a small length.

In fact, when the length of

the duration vector is greater than or equal to 4, the traditional duration
vector (Chambers et. al [1988] based on function number 3) is as good as any
other duration vector (see tables 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8).
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Table 6.2 gives the MMSE and MAR with m = 1 as the length of all duration
vectors.

It can be seen that traditional Macaulay duration which corresponds

to function number 3 has MMSE equal to 2.31 x 10“5.

Duration measures based

on eight other functions (function numbers 1,2,7,8,9,10,11,12) all have a
lower MMSE.
of all

Further the SDMSE (standard deviation of the mean square errors)

of these eight functions is also lower.

This leads us to question

whether Macaulay duration is the best single factor duration measure for bond
portfolio immunization as claimed by Bierwag, Kaufman and Toevs [1983],
Tables 6.3 and 6.4 compare the alternative duration vectors with the
length m = 2 and 3, respectively.

Similar to Table 6.2, it is found that the

traditional duration vector based on function 3 has higher MMSE and SDMSE
values than some other duration vectors given in these tables.

For example,

duration vectors based on function numbers 1,2,7,8, and 10 have lower MMSE and
SDMSE values than the traditional duration vector in Table 6.3.

Similarly,

duration vectors based on function numbers 1,2,7, and 8 have lower MMSE and
SDMSE values than the traditional duration vector in Table 6.4.
However, when the length of the duration vectors is increased beyond
three, the traditional duration vector has lower MMSE and SDMSE values than
any other duration vector.

These differences, however, become insignificant

as one increases the length of the duration vectors,

(see tables 6.5, 6.6,

6.7, 6.8).
These results suggest that immunization performance of the traditional
duration vector may be improved using some alternative duration vectors when
considering smaller lengths of these vectors (i.e m = 1,2, and 3).

For

duration vectors of length greater or equal to four the immunization
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performance of the traditional duration vector may become identical to that
of most other duration vectors as the length of these vectors is increased.
A similar but less striking pattern in results is found when comparing
the MAR values (instead of MMSE values) of alternative duration vectors.
However, comparison based on differences in MAR values can be misleading for
the following reason.
MAR of any duration vector is obtained by averaging its adjusted
R-squares over 71 sample periods.

In some of these sample periods the

instantaneous forward rates may not change such that all bonds have returns
close to the riskless return RF(H) (coefficients Yj(i) will be close to zero
in equation (15)).

This will lead to very low values for adjusted R-squares

in these periods for all twelve duration vectors.

How’ever, bond portfolio

immunization is irrelevant in these sample periods since every bond portfolio
wTould lead to the same risk free return RF(H).

Therefore, the choice of a

particular duration vector is irrelevant for sample periods when adjusted
R-squares are very low\

However, the MAR values given in Tables 6.2 through

6.8 include the sample periods when adjusted R-squares wrere very lowr.

This

diminishes the importance of the differences between MAR values of different
duration vectors for the purpose of portfolio immunization.
However, differences between MMSE values are not biased by sample periods
when the instantaneous forw’ard rates do not change significantly.

Hence,

comparison of alternative duration vectors based on MMSE values is a better
indicator of their immunization performance.
6.4 Conclusions
This chapter analyzed

various

return

hypothesized as the true return functions
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functions

for

of

government

term
bonds.

to

maturity
Different

duration

vectors

were

derived

from

alternative

empirical properties of the return functions are
selection

of

the

appropriate

immunization performance.

duration

vector

return

functions.

analyzed

which

f or

achieving

enable

The
the

enhanced

Both asymptotic and non-asymptotic return functions

are considered as the true return functions.
Multiple regression tests are performed to identify the appropriate
return function as the true return function.

Identification of true return

function implies improvement in immunization performance.

The results suggest

that immunization performance of the traditional duration vector may be
improved using some alternative duration vectors when considering smaller
lengths of these vectors (i.e m = 1,2, and 3).

For duration vectors of length

greater or equal to four the immunization performance of the traditional
duration vector may become identical to that of most other duration vectors as
the length of these vectors is increased.
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Table 6.1
Alternative Functional Forms for g(t)

Polynomial

1. gj(t) = t'5
2. g2(t) = r75
3. g3(t) = t
4. g4(t) = t1-25
5. g5(t) = t1'5
Trigonometric

n Jtlitl/tF
2
exp(l)

6. g6(t) = Sin

7. g?(t) = Tan

8. g8(t) = Sin

IT J(l+t)/tF
2
exp(l)

[I •

9. gg(t) = Tan

\ •[! - (t/(l+t))1]

Logarithmic

10. g10(t) = loget
Exponential

11. gn(t) = Kt+D/t]1
12. g12(t) = exp(l/(l+t))
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Table 6.2
Length of the Duration Vector, m = 1
Function
No.

MMSE*

SDMSE*

MAR

SAR

.7168

.3309

1

1.3715

2

1.7356

3.3859

.7058

.3292

3

2.3147

4.9432

.6845

.3235

4

3.0294

6.6624

.6564

.3149

5

3.8082

8.4056

.6247

.3047

6

2.9826

4.2231

.6170

.2905

7

2.2211

4.6681

.6876

.3242

8

1.6634

3.5060

.7118

.3323

9

1.9894

2.8414

.6709

.3089

10

1.4744

1.9275

.7000

.3210

11

1.8675

2.6883

.6781

.3114

12

2.1335

3.0665

.6632

.3060

2.1970

* 1 unit = 10'5
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Table 6.3
Length of the Duration Vector, m = 2
Function
No.

MMSE*

SDMSE*

MAR

SAR

1

.6372

.9105

.8377

.2163

2

.6455

.9722

.8364

.2186

3

.7836

1.2985

.8243

.2290

4

1.0775

2.0521

.8037

.2430

5

1.5074

3.1497

.7775

.2562

6

1.9999

3.1616

.6913

.2984

7

.7449

1.1954

.8264

.2272

8

.6451

1.0257

.8427

.2176

9

.9791

1.4369

.7735

.2797

10

.7614

1.0343

.8088

.2464

11

.9115

.7827

.2730

12

1.0630

.7654

.2834

1.3265

1.5903

* 1 unit = 10-5
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Table 6.4
Length of the Duration Vector, m = 3
l

t

Nh.

misE*

SDMSE*

MAR

SAR

.

-52S3

.9034

.8558

.2157

2

.5208

.8900

.8565

.2161

3

.5444

.9133

.S54S

.2169

m

.6532

1.0981

.8475

.2194

5

.8799

1.6466

.8332

.2251

6

.8822

1.1900

.7962

.2522

7

.5350

.8994

.8551

.2169

8

.5057

.8915

.8591

.2159

9

.6202

.9246

.8353

.2264

10

.5613

.8941

.8516

.2133

11

.6032

.9127

.8393

.2229

12

.6459

.9478

.8302

.2302

* 1 unit = 10"5
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Table 6.5
Length of the Duration Vector, m = 4

MMSE*

SDMSE*

MAR

SAR

1

.4946

.8792

.8651

.2083

2

.4857

.8739

.8668

.2086

3

.4773

.8710

.8669

.2090

4

.4988

.8960

.8643

.2102

5

.6023

1.0260

.8568

.2127

6

.8227

1.1868

.8055

.2458

7

.4793

.8720

.8667

.2092

8

.4852

.8726

.8663

.2090

9

.5604

.8971

.8500

.2162

10

.5236

.9059

.8583

.2132

11

5484

.8942

.8528

.2145

12

.5767

.9042

.8462

.2181

*

1

10'5
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Table 6.6
Length of the Duration Vector, m = 5
Function
No.

MMSE*

SDMSE*

MAR

SAR

1

.4797

.8794

.8689

.2050

2

.4704

.8759

.8696

.2056

3

.4690

.8744

.8698

.2070

4

.4760

.8844

.8693

.2072

5

.5187

.9329

.8659

.2085

6

.5733

.9025

.8447

.2194

7

.4690

.8752

.8697

.2069

8

.4774

.8801

.8686

.2067

9

.5225

.9023

.8579

.2105

10

.5043

.9006

.8619

.2107

11

.5193

.8587

.2099

12

.5284

.8567

.2110

.9047

.8994

* 1 unit = 10"5
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Table 6.7
Length of the Duration Vector, m = 6
Function
No.

MMSE*

SDMSE*

MAR

SAR

1

.4711

.8821

.8695

.2064

2

.4689

.8841

.8718

.2031

3

.4638

.8799

.8733

.2036

4

.4609

.8723

.8736

.2033

5

.4720

.8843

.8714

.2043

6

.5555

.9017

.8474

.2177

7

.4650

.8827

.8730

.2037

8

.4707

.8819

.8717

.1993

9

.5063

.8900

.8634

.2034

10

.4910

.8724

.8677

.2032

11

.5021

.8888

.8640

.2039

12

.5149

.8989

.8611

.2057

* 1 unit = 10"5
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Table 6.8
Length of the Duration Vector, m = 7
Function
No.

MMSE*

SDMSE*

MAR

SAR

1

.4692

.8905

.8716

.2032

2

.4575

.8778

.8757

.1967

3

.4534

.8760

.8769

.1934

4

.4513

.8675

.8760

.1978

5

.4603

.8688

.8749

.1998

6

.5544

.9035

.8474

.2185

7

.4541

.8768

.8765

.1943

8

.4496

.8574

.8749

.1959

9

.4922

.8913

.8653

.2037

10

.4791

.8709

.8698

.2018

11

.4960

.8951

.8653

.2047

12

.4975

.9004

.8632

.2061

* 1 unit = 10"5
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END NOTES

through a Taylor series expansion around t = 0, the forward rate function
i(t) can be given as:
i(t) = i(0) + t-[di/dt]t=0 + (1/2)-t2- [d2i/dt2]t=0 +...+
The above equation can be rewritten as:
i(t) = a + |3t + yX2 +...+
The sample parameters a, /3, y, etc. in the above equation are independent of
term t, and measure the height, slope, curvature, etc. of the forward rate
function at t = 0.
2

Significant number of outliers have been reported
data files by previous researchers.
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